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This Article discusses drug pricing in the context a/federally funded inventions. It ~L)M,';"~;C

examines the "march-in" provision oj the Bayh-Dole Act, a federal statute that governs .J. C'L If f ' "
inventions supported in whole orin part by federal funding. It discusses technology-transfer 0':;;./

y as a whole and the often-conflicting roles ofthe government. academia, and industry. t'" j "/ If
,The A1jticle discusses the mechanisms.ofthe.Bayh-Dole Act and examines.its legislative history. ~~,7, t,..,,!,: ,.'

,I rice-control laus . its enactment in J980 that YJP.'),&
-om edera e m at reasonable (l ", t:"'61':J

~, 't the solution to high drug prices does not involve new 1t/tJ' 'ie,' ~.....'tf:., ::~
legislation but alreadyexistsin theunused, unenforced march-in provision oftheBayh-DoleAct. ;:::;P'. / Z /:.,., '1
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is widely believed that advances in drug development and
biomedical technology over the next few decades will revolutionize
the delivery of health care, reduce mortality and morbidity, and
improve the quality of life for individuals afflicted by many life
threatening conditions" An apparent nirvana of hitch technology
seems within reach, and yet the dark shadow of ex entation and al
growin dis arity 0 ascess ur, ea erung a oss 0 emocratic
c ver t e neces co orate oroma 10

econ -c an oltlca eedoms. Increasingy, t e com me efforts
o government, m us ,and academia are advancing free trade in
both domestic and international fora. However, the immediate,
fm~its of these achieveme!l!§...[lp.p,eju;-for_the most part, to
adcleJ.a..Drivate participants_ The relationships among these players
have an enormous impact on the costs of health care, the health of the
American public, the nation's competitive position in the global
economy, and the integrity, quality, and independence of science. In
light of the controversies,the evolving approach to these public
private relatlo;srups in health-relatedresearch demands'scrutiny.'

7hL~ /J' N'O
eteY'-'7 <J C'1-" J-i c.
{'d IIf1-;-w 7 o~ <-L
fz--e f\fCCI'><:; () 1-/ C>.J
of' I,Fe ~

Vhe'K:, 11#0
eN-,o.N~'c

<du IlA-I""" 1-1 'In-J
c> F- e.<o I'I-a;fNvV(.

"& w -{ ,!-.:J/I,O,f-I 'c't.cl
(rtU&V'"", 1.

1. RUTH E. BROWN ET AL., THE VALUE OF PHARIvfACEUTICALS: ANAss ESSMENT OF

FUlURECOSTSFORSELECTEDCONDlllONS 3 (1991).

2. It is difficult to call suchoften one-sided relationships partnerships. Not only is I ·9·

the~ li~tIequestion that thereal wifine~ here a~~ p:ivate entiti~s, butthe-govemm:nt, when r
revrewmg the results, reportsthese-privategains In what can-only be charactenzed as a
contentedly sanguine manner. t

Two major beneficiaries of this federal spending havebeen universities andU.S.-, r.'
based corporations. The universities benefited because the government, was o,f \...-

NUNIeN' E
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The failure of the Clinton health plan, the apparently growing

291!:iJ:~~()~2f~1~~i~~I_~~~~~r~hat. a~;:~e.t:'':~t~v:~r.~:!a!1Y~~~:__ . _._ ~~ .ehI'"
health mamtenance organizations (HMOs),' and the g~?ngl7li?lIl 0-ger .--tl;-;;:::::7··~' """"'---
Rharmaceutlcals by the dn~ IOdllstry have led 0 ee ings of dqy- '11 t-e '\7
frustrahon, impatience, an anger oyer munanageable andN '/ft..,rt,,/J k'et (Iuna®rdable health care in the United States' Complaints about the q' 1'7:r ),
high cost of medical care have settled, to a substantial extent, on the .-I- (''f:" l' f' rr
costs of pharmaceuticals, which have grown faster than other 'J, ., f trr;<i¥ ! 1-
components of health care m recent years. Even the medical , iJ "U 1.<-/} (.l

establishment, long a conservative force, has begun to ask why drug ~ r. ~c., f ..c.Jt:-
7prices are so high' and why there is no way to regulate them, as is iJ,;V'" old'/:

'done in so many foreign countries6 an - gs, 0 - ,)

~l,ll;.~ -:- IC and rivate e 0 s an I
see 0 ca 0 use evera e omt to regulate dru rices,' the ,<'
critics remain so silent on that oint t at it seems a ~

om.!
I show, a leverage point is available t---;pI;; t- f,)

statutory remedy in the Bayh-Dole Act. I .
/

l ffq ;j e./I-
rr/1 --I
D'ie~ ../1$1 Lftl I

willing to underwrite basic research that may not lead to the creation of new and
profitable products or services in the near term. The corporations benefited from
the products and services they were able to develop for the government itselfas
well as from the "spin-off' process, whereby the results of government-sponsored
research could be used to develop products and services for the private sector.

U.S. GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, GAOIRCED-98-D6, TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER:

ADM INlSTRATION OF THE BAYH-DOLE ACT BY REs EARCH UNlVERSITIES 2 (1998) [hereinafter
ADMINlSTRATION OF THEBAYH-DoLE ACT].

3. See Pegram v. Herdrich, 120 S. Ct. 2143, 2147 (2000);N.Y. State Conference of
Blue Cross & Blue Shield Plansv. Travelers Ins. Co., 514 U.S. 645, 658-62,668 (1995). In
Pegram, the United States Supreme Court affinned a lower court's holding that ERISA
preempted claims against an HMO and that the HMO could net be sued under ERISA for
breach offiduciary duty. Pegram, 120 S. Ct. at 2158.

4. See Alan M. Gamer & Paul M. Romer, Evaluating the Federal Role in Financing
Health-Related Research, 93 PRoc. NAT'LAcAD. SCI, 12.717. 12,717~24 (1996).

5. See Marcia Angell, The Pharmaceutical Industry-i-To Whom Is It Accountable?,
342 NEwENo. J. MED. 1902, 1902-04 (2000).

6. Lucette Lagnadoet aI., Dose ofReality, WALL ST. J., Feb. 19, 1999, at AI;Drug
Pricing: Poor Prescription/or Consumers and Taxpayers? Hearing Before the S. Comm. on
Governmental Affairs, 103d Congo 11-14, 65-70 (1994) [hereinafter 1994 Drug Pricing
Hearing] (testimony and statement of Peter Arno, Ph.D., Assoc. Professor, Albert Einstein
Coll.ofMed.).

7. See 35 U.S.C.A. §§ 200-212 (West 1984 & Supp. 2000).
8. In the area of health care, there is some historical reason to resist labeling

t L.r IvJ Cif f _ conspiracy theories as mere paranoia. See United States v. Kubrick, 444 U.S. Ill, 128 n.4
r:~,,(f)t>J ~ +.- 'tv"l (1979)(Stevens, J.. dissenting) (suggesting that doctors are reluctantto inform patientsthat
~ ......(-.{p JIf) e) k previous treatments provided by other doctors were performed negligently); Richard M.
tnf"5 L"I-?lf. Vol 1<1 .: Markus, C~nspiracyofSilence,14 ~Ev.~MARs~LL.REv. ~20, 521-22 (1965) (discuss.ing

'I /tU0J-' I ' J~ J:.t the "conspiracy of silence" that exrsts In medical malpractice cases, caused by medical

~
' ./ Ju.f tJ CJ. "pOe> I, (. '1, professionals' unwillingness t.o testify against one another.).

jdh t, C

v (flo j, 'V '1 I-r: 117 '1 : II I "

(

Il ch.J 'i iN "I f--..c1 c;f"l~ N'( 1,1t. /d &/1/eM, t?f4v 7r

.
2 ..J,' \...-II.J P'U.v~<.,~.,.e~Jo'1(". "IN ~. V N ~4. >'Ljt; bLt' he" Ilk r-, <1-e.
~) III 1) l.r 2tej 1L ,./1(#,- "'(<f-/, ~II/ .r.: .,j~11
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~~~~~~!~~~l%;~~o~.-:: rre""!'Ullifameiital tnematic
icle is, do American taxpayers,

"who fund a substantial portion of health-related research /II;; j.o Ie) k I....,
.evelo ment . fair return on their investment? In a . V(J ~

capitalist economy, it is remarkable tha , pu IC taxpayer)

~:=~n~t~~e:;~~a~:~a~s~~heo~:p~;:~l:~o~~i~I~~~~~i~~et~ - ~'11;'1,
fmancial return.'? c«f' f 'FeaI l' ~

The purported goal of the public-private relationships discussed! b'lJ '/'',,('7
is to serve the public interest by developing and commercializing i
inventions made with federal funding through the transfer of I
technology, resourc5.' personnel, and expertise among federal ('VA lIt!c I
government agencies, industry, and academia. Some have argued that I

the public interest is best served by aggressive efforts to encourage
industry to commercialize products developed by academic or
government scientists." They point to the benefits of effective new
therapies, the creation of new jobs, and the enhancement of private

Traditionally, there has been little explicit articulation of industrial
policy in the United States. However, an increasing climate of

""._•.."."..••..••.•".•"••.••.•..••.•~•.•..••...•"....·globalizati0rf··and.a·.Gompetitiv~intemational.marketplace"."ha"e.led.•.•.•"••...••.•.••.•..•"••..•_•._._••....~"•.
many policy makers (including those in recent administrations) to
support greater planning and collaboration between the public and
private sectors.' This Article explores the recent evolution of policies
designed to transfer technology between the public and private
sectors-although it is more accurate to say that they are, for the most!
part, transfers from the public to the private sector-and the

9. The "partnership" between the Clinton administration and private industry had
become so great-in the areas of (I) the first Clinton administration's health plan; (2) the
greater globalization marked by NAFTA, GATT, andthe entry of China intothe WTO; and
(3) the use of national statutory trade policies to assist private industry-that some have
calledthe administration a "traitor" to the traditional goalsof the Democratic party. Walter
A. McDougall, Tale of Two Presidents, N.Y. TIMES, June 22, 2000, at A30 (letter to the
editor) ("Mr. Clinton haslikewise served to consolidate theReagan revolution by balancing
thebudget, reforming welfare andunleashing theprivate sector. That explains ... why much
ofthe American-left considers.Mr. Clinton a-traitor;").

10. Thefederal government receives lessthan a 1% return inroyalties on government
inventions. See infra textaccompanying notes 40-42.

II. "Indeed, commercialization of products developed by academic or government
scientists is thepurported justificationfortheBayh-DoleAct-at leastinsofar as it adopted a
"title," as opposedto a "licensing," approach to government-developed patente-e-and the
legislative history is replete with claimsthat granting title,as opposed to a merelicense, to
federal contractors would speed and enhance technological progress. Government Patent
Policy: Hearings Before the Subcomm on Sci., Research & Tech. ofthe House Comm. on
Sci. & Tech., 96thCongo 4-5 (1979) [hereinafter 1979 Government Patent Policy Hearings]
(statementofHon. Harrison H. Schmitt, U.S. Senator, N.M.); S. REp. No. 96-480, at 16,27
30 (1979).
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industry. Toe cohcs oLJhis view believe that industry is not/~

.~ ~ ~ ~..~ ~.l..:~:~~e;~~;~;:~~~~:~t~::sg;e~~~~~I~=~:~::~~~;:,~f.~.
support this argument, these criticscite the high price ofgoods that are
supported by government funds through direct grants, licensing
arrangements, corporate tax credits, and allowances." They also argue
that R&D subsidies distort investmentand consumption incentives and

I! introduce interest group pressuresthat can obscuremarket signals."
~ ... tJ The premise of this Article is that these public-private

/Ii( ~" C. relationships all too frequently rest on untested and unsupported
II r assumptions and that, even accepting those assumptions on faith, the

1J~.( .mechanisms established to police these public-private relationships
"" have been either ignored or misunderstood." However, some claim

that without them, the results ofsome meritorious publicly funded and

12. Witness the recent Sanders Amendment to the House appropriations bill, which
requiral th~t federally-funded inventions be subject to reasonable pricing~equi~etJ.1erits~or,

more accurately, insistedthat march-in rights created by the-Bayh-Dole Act be enforcedto
assure the"reasonable pricing of such drugs. 146 CONGo REc. H4231 (daily ed. June 13,
2000) (statement ofRep. Sanders). Th~.,!~tofthe Sanders Amendment is as follows:'

None of the funds made available in this Act for the Department of Health and
Human Services may be used to grant an exclusive or partially exclusive license
pursuantto chapter 180f title 35, United States Code, except in accordance with
section 209 of such title (relating to the availability to the public of an invention
and its benefits on reasonable tenus).

Jd.

and accompanying text (discussing the failure of the NIH to apply the appropriate criteria for
government march-in tights to the CellPro litigation).

I ~ «101--'
C~"«"4'~J..u

r-z-,e.>VC Ii ~
j) {) ,Jete,/f,~)I/"f
1& qe+- - I

{--\ +1C, lo...,(.,~

13. See Health Care Reform: Hearings Before the Subcomm on Health & the Env't
of the House Comm. on Energy & Commerce, 103d Congo 591-96 (1994) (testimony of
Abbey S. Meyers, President, Nat'l Org. for Rare Disorders); James P. Love, The OtherDrug
War: How Industry Exploits Pharm Subsidies, AMERICANPROSPECf, Summer 1993, at 121,
121-22; Linda Marsa, Unhealthy Alliances, OMNJ, Feb. 1994, at 36, 38-42.

14. U.S. OFFICE OF TECH. ASSESSMENT, MULTINATIONALS AND THE U.S.
TECHNOLOGY BASE: FINALREP ORTOFTHE MULTINATIONALS PROJECT 12 (1994).

15. A recent federal report on the administration of the Bayh-Dole Act reveals that
there have been no enforcement actions and states:

Federal agencies' administration of the Bayh-Dole Act as it applies to research
universities is decentralized. While the Department of Commerce has issued
implementing regulations and provides coordination under limited circumstances,
the act ectually is adininistered by the agencies providing the funds. The agencies'
activities consist largely of ensuring that the universities meet the reporting

l
requirements and deadlines set out in the act and regulations. According to

. com.merce officials, no agency has yet taken back the title to any inventions
because they were not being commercialized.

ADM INISTRATION Of THE BAYH-DoLE ACT, supra note 2, at 1-2; see also infra notes 294-313

112:
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conducted research would remain unavailable to the public."
Nonetheless, this Article asserts that the delicate mechanisms .

e~ .._~.. ~ .._ e.e_.._.. e··:t~~~~·~~ef~~~~~~~i{~~~~;~~~fsr,~;t~~~g~~z~~W;~~~I1°i""IfJ2l.b~.~ .
II. HEALTH- RELA1EDFEDERAL RESEARCHANDDEVELOPMENT

~~~1!.J)
tA,\#-.1<

16. u.s. GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, GAO/RCED-95-52, TECHNOLOGY TRANSFERS:
BENEF ITS OFCooPERATIVE R&D AGREEMENTS 9-10 (1994) (providing an example of how a
public-private research endeavor benefited diildren born with birth defects).

17. See infra text ecccmpanying notes 294-315 (analyzing the CellPro litigation).
18. See LYNNE G. ZUCKER ET AL., ll'ITELLECTUAL CAPITAL AND THE BlRTII OF U.S.

B10TECHNOLOGY ENrER PRlSES 20 (Nat'I Bureau of Econ. Research, Working Paper No.
4653, 1994).

19. Nothing can be patented unless it first satisfies, among other elements, the
demonstrable utility requirement ofthe Patent Act. See 35 V.S.c. § 101 (1994).

20..5'~e}effGerth& Sheryl GayStolb~~,D~g~tlkersRetlPProfits on Tax-B~c~d
Research, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 23, 2000, atAI; PeterG.Gosselin & Paul Jacobs, DNA Device's
Heredity Scrutinizedby Us., L.A. TIMES, May 14,2000, at AI.

21. See NATL INSTS. OF HEALTH, FEDERAL OBLIGATIONS FOR HEALTH R&D, BY
SOURCE OR PERFO.Rl\1ER: FISCAL YEARS 1985·1999, available at http://si1k.nih.gov/public/
cbz2zoz@www.awards.sourfund.htm (last modified Nov. 30, 1999) [hereinafter Nll-l
FEDERAL OBLIGATIONS]. It should be not~d that there have been no figures published since
1995, the last year that the National Institutes of Health (Nlli) collected this data It may..v seem stonishi merel sus ... us but no government a enc has maintain~ser .. e that date. A L INSTS. OF TES OF ATIONAL UP PORT FOR

ALTH R&D BY SOURCE OR PERFORMER, FY 1986-1995, available at
http://grants.nih.gov/grants/award/trends96/pdfdocsIFEDTABLA.PDF.

,~, "'yo

,
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)

til,j f22. Nlll FEDERALOBLIGATlONS, supra note 21.
23. We chose to use a linear extrapolation based on historical data to estimate

expenditures for 1999 because the government stopped collecting comprehensive data in
1995. This seems to be a more reasonable approach than using either industry-generated data
or estimates of specific sectors by the NIH. The NIH's most recent estimate of total federal
spending on health-related R&D in 1999 is $17.2 billion. See NIH FEDERAL OBLIGATIONS,
supra note 21. However, these figures do not include state and local government spending,
which, in 1995, totaled $2.4 billion. The pharmaceutical industry's own estimate of its R&D
for 1999 is $24 billion. See PHARM REsEARCH & MFRs. OF AM~ (PHRMA), THE
PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY'S R&D IJNESTNlENT, available at http://www.phrma.orgt
pUblicationslbackgroundersideveIopmentJinvest.phtml (last updated Feb. 1,2000).

24. Memorandum from Gary Guenther, Analyst in Business Taxation and Finance,
to Joint Economic Committelf'l-~T(Dec.-t3;·1999)(on-filewith.authox)[b~~iI1.~~~r Guenther
MemorandumJ (fiI1d.i!1g tl:J.~!:~'!1~J_.~!l:£Qm<::_ittJ?e...drug. industry.was.taxed .relatively-lightly
between 1990 arid':1996"and "tnaHne-diUg"i"notisu5n-eal1zeo-s-ignifrcant-tax-sa-vi-ngs..fwm five
tax: provi~iori~>jtlieloreYgn·-·tarcfedlt;--r1fe-·passessions...tax-creditC·the..-research and

.....:.xPerim~tW~ditt- the--orphalrdrug~·1a*-cr.edit;"·a:i'iU-fner expensing of research
expen1!ii=:").

was $18.6 billion, or 52% of the nation's tota1." By projecting public tv" A, At"( .
'",~.~.."_,~ ~ _~..f ,and private R&D expenditures from 1986 through I995,total national 1&/

spending-on-health-related-Reefs..m·.1999.•was..an•.estimated.Sda.S JJ~ ''t.wbo/;;I.e .
billion: $19.2 billion contribu~ed by government (42% of the total), V.~ <t ,,"D'(;:'J...,
$24.8 billion contnbuted by industry (55% of the total), and the f1'1 ~ f ~,.!:;.
balance funded by private nonprofit sources (3% of the total)." l?e.J If,''/1
HoweverLthese.jjgures .. on.ihealth-related R&D exclude the IV"{ "'"
phenomenal1x.-valuable tax credits an..cl....c!~G.tions....that effectively ~rllI" .,.4, "7"'/ 
constitute a.pliblje ipvestmeat in these private entempses 24 Moreover, ?, ;: .. f:-'''>
tile shm to managedcare has increased pressures to augment public J 4(; r1 •
funding anafuus tip the baIanCe evenmore-tow·<1nr-public·investmenL.. b (( r: Jq"'.'J
without any clear policing mechanisms." <Iv V~,..~]

Because its taxes pay for them, the ublic h s c ain claims or /f.tq 'I 1:1

1
ri hts, both mora an e a 0 o~ernment.funded inVentions~pu lie CI/Nart1dJJ

mg u e National Institutes of Heal IS t most t~

obvious and direct source of taxpayer support for health-r ted ~ ( \-

25. One commentator described this phenomenon, highlighting the potential
drawbacks ofthe shift to managed care: "

At the same time, a third force-the move toward managed care in the delivery of
health care services-pushes in.the other direction. This change in the market for
health care services is desirable on many grounds, but to the extentthat it reduces
utilization of some medical technologies, it will have the undesirable side effect of
diminishing private sector incentives to conduct research leading to innovations in
health care. Everything else equal, this change calls for increased public support
for biomedical research. In the near term, the best policy response may therefore
be one that combines expanded government support for research in some areas
with stronger property rights and a shift toward more reliance on the private sector
in other areas.

Garber & Romer, supra note 4, at 12,724.
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l R&D." However, tax deductions and tax credits taken by
. pharmaceutical corporations are another major indirect source of

_W_'.~•._......•.~...•..••..••....•..••••. ~taxpayer..support-for-health-related.Rzcfz...•.•••.•..•..•..........• .•.••...w •••••.•••••••.•••••••••.•••••••••. • .• • • • • •'.~~.• •...••• , ~•••

Since 1954, the tax code has encouraged all U.S. taxpaying firms
A'1k- itl to invest in R&D by allowing them to deduct R&D expenditures from
~ 1~· their taxable income." In addition to tax deductions, firms receive a

variety of tax credits for increasing research expenses." Tax credits
that cempanies receive under section 936 of the Internal Revenue
Code for manufacturing products in Puerto Rico constitute one of the
most substantial tax subsidies to the pharmaceutical industry." The
pharmaceutical industry has received approximately half of the total
tax benefits from section 936.30 From 1980 through 1990, the General

.Accounting Office (GAO) estimated that twenty-six pharmaceutical
companies had tax savings of $10.1 billion from Puerto Rico
operations and that these tax savings translated into $24.7 billion
(1990 dollars) in tax-exempt earnings." What is more surprising is
that the tax benefits received by pharmaceutical firms were nearly
three times the compensation paid to their employees, an odd finding
given the fact that when Congress enacted section 936 in 1976 it
sought to help Puerto Rico obtain employment-generating
investments." Partially in response to the windfall savings received
by the pharmaceutical industry, section 936 tax benefits were to be
reduced and then eventually phased out.33

In addition to the possessions, or Puerto Rico, tax credit, the
pharmaceutical industry has realized significant tax savings from at
least three other tax provisions: the foreign tax credit, the orphan drug

26. TheNlfl is the leadpublicagency supporting health-relatedR&D; it fundsmore
than 80% of all federal government spending in thisarea. See NIH FEDER AL OBLlGAllONS,
supra note 21.

27. I.RC. § 174 (1994).
28. See U.S. OFFICEOFTEcH. ASSESSMENT, PHARMACEUTICALR&D: COSTS, RiSKS

ANOREwARDS 183-99 (1993).
29. in.c, § 936 (Supp. IV 1998).
30. U.S. GEN. ACCOUNflNG OFFICE, GAO/OGD-n-nBR, PHARMACEUTICAL

INDUSTRY: TAXBENEFITS OFOPERATmGIN PuERTORIc04 (1992).
31. !d.atS.
32. See id. at 1,4.
33. One expert summarizedthe impactof section936 as follows:

The possessions credit, which is being phased out under the SmallBusiness Job
Protection Act of 1996, encouraged drug firms to establish a significant
manufacturing presence in Puerto Rico and other U.S. territorial possessions by
giving a tax creditequal to the entire amount of federal income tax liability on
possessions-source income.

Guenther Memorandum, supra note 24, at6.
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tax credit, and the general business tax credit." These tax provisions
not only provide a significant public subsidy to the pharmaceutical

~~~~~~~OO~O"O'~O~~"~O""W"""~""~"~"w~"_industry,~buUhey~alS_Qohll1pjtm~inmmoQ!,'"0L!h!,'Jg}Yt~L~ff~tjy~"t"~2S"_""~""~__",_o_""O~"O""~"__""O_o'
rates and one of the highest after-tax profit rates of any industry,"
Between 1990 and 1996, these four tax provisions generated savings
of $27,9 billion for the pharmaceutical industry; specifically, it saved
$4,5 billion in 1996,36 The provisions do not distinguish between
short-term, bottom-line investments and longer-term, riskier
investments that may yield products fifteen or twenty years later."
Nor are the provisions associated with any requirement that the tax
credit be used for R&D, rather than for administration or marketing
expenses, For the pharmaceutical industry, administration or
marketing expenses overshadow purported R&D expenses by a factor
of three." Moreover, there are claims that the pharmaceutical industry
inflates its R&D expenses by including administration and marketingcosts." rj

The vast es devoted to health-related research
through direct gOvernment fimding or mdirectly thrall de
underscore the im ortance of inin whether ade uate benefits
are accmmg to e Americ lie, In the entire ten-year peno om
1 994, the NIH received slightly under $76 million in
royalties, including $40 million from just one license, the HIV
antibody test kit," This represents less than 1% of the NIH's
intramural funding during this time period, During the next seven-
year period, from 1993 through 1999, total royalties were almost $200
million, reaching an annual peak in 1999 of almost $45 million, which

34, Jd.
35. See id. at 2-5.
36. Jd. at 6-7.
37. Is Today's Science Policy Preparing Us for the Future? Hearing Before the

House Comm. On Sci., l04th Congo 36 (l995)(testimony of Hon. RonaldH. Brown, Sec'y,
Dep't of Commerce) ("However, the R&E tax credit does not differentiate between
investments directed toward short-term product delivery and longer term, higher risk
investments that will yield products fifteen or twenty years into the future.").

38. A BraveNI'W World, MEDADNEWS, Sept. 1999,at 3, 6-10.
39. As one commentator explained:

The marketing budgets of the drug industry are enormous-much larger than the
research and development costs-c-elthough exact figures are difficult to come by,
in part because marketing and administrative expenses are often folded together
and in part because some of the research and development budget is for marketing
research.

Angell,supranote 5, at 1903.
'40. NATL INST& OF HEALTH, NIH TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACTIVITIES FY1993-

FY1999, available at http://ott.od.nih.gov/newpages/webstats99.pdf (last visited Jan. 21,
2001).
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Prior to the I980s, there was effectively a free market
technology-transfer policy in the United States." For the most part,
the government argued that if public funds produced patentable
inventions, then title to those inventions should remain with
government and the public." Despite the fact thatgove patent
rights were available to allon.a?OmeoO!le-COme- asis, that free and
unregulated siruation 0 para oXlca y --to/a large number of
government-owned patents a' were not licensed." Industry had
insufficient 0 incentive to cornmercialize government-developed
invcntions.t because federal research was disseminated without
restriction." The la,c~ornmercialization persisted despite thefact"..

is more than triple the 1993 amount." The royalties still represent,
however, less than 1% ofthe NIH's funding forI999." Whatever can

~~~~--•.-be-said.of.the-scientific..advances..made.YlithJhiSPJl!?!!£igy"§tm"Qt,fu~._
concrete financial return to taxpayers is minimal. But perhaps more
importantly than the absence of any concrete return is the inevitability
of even greater public or consumer expenditures demanded by the
monopolies obtained by industry over publicly financed inventions,
and the resulting supracompetitive profits and rices. The ublic has
alread aid for the cost of research. he government s ai ur

e ese ec IS e untold scandal of federally
manced inventions and of the failure of the Bayh-Dole Act, which
as meant to provide that policing.....
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41. ld.
42. NIH FEDERALOBLIGAllONS, supranote21.
43. See Rebecca S. Eisenberg, Public Research and Privqp~"Development: Patents

and Technology Transfer in Government-SponsoredResearch;' 82,VA~ LREv. 1663,1663-64 ~

(1996).
44. Cf id.at 1663 ('"'Previous legislation had typically encouraged or required that ...

federal agencies sponsoring research make the results widely available to the public through IA L kif •.
government ownership or dedication to the public domain."). fOo,

45. See James V. Lacy et al., Technology Transfer Laws GoverningFed~ pfj,... ~
Funded Research and Development, 19 PEpP. L. REv. 1, 8 (1991). ______

("'"4p. The evidence marshaled to support _tEi~~~.1~i~. is_:!.usive at best. A ::w ;oices rec.. .J."....,J/'fj
Dotea;when the Bayh-Dole Act was.bemg.consldered,fnat figures on th~ utilizerion of M'1\ (tf-'tf'{'
government patents were hopelessly insufficient because the government did not enforce e-U ,r/) I&!"J
those patents-to the contrary, it gave them away on a come-one-come-allbasis-s-and thus 1:-, lJ. to, ' ,4'

had no way ofknowing, in any respect at all, how much ofits patented technology was being
used by others. See, e.g., Patent and Trademark Law Amendments oj 1980: Hearings on
HR. 6933 Before a Subcomm. 0/the House Comm. on Gov't Operations, 96th Congo 79-83
(1980) [hereinafter 1980 House GOY'! Operations Hearings] (statement of Adm. H.G.
Rickover, Deputy. Commander for Nuclear Power, Naval Sea Sys. Command); Patent
Policy: Hearings on S1215 Be/ore the Subcomm on Sci., Tech; & Space a/the S kO~
on Commerce, s«. & Transp., 96th Congo 389-396 (1979) [hereinafter 1979 Senate Ct.
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Hearings] (statement of Adm. H.G. Rickover); The University and Small Business Patent
Procedures Act: Hearings on S.414 Before the S. Comm. on the Judiciary, 96th Congo 159-/
71 (1979)[hereinafter 1979 Senate Judiciary Hearings] (testimony of Adm. HG. Rickover);
Government Patent Policies: Hearings Before the Subcommon Monopoly &
Anticompetitive Activities of the S. Select Comm. on Small Bus.; 95th Congo 3-53 (J977)
[hereinafter 1977 Senate Small Bus. Hearings] (testimony and statement of Adm. H.G.
Rickover).

47. See Eisenberg, supra note43, at 1668, 1680.
48. Eisenberg;supra note43, at 1671-95; Lacyet at, supra note 45, at3-1O.
49. Lacyet al.,supranote 45, at6.
50. Parke M.Banta & Manuel B. Hiller, Patent Policies ofthe Department ofHealth,

Education, and Welfare, 21 FED. BJ. 89, 98 n.36 (1961).
51. Mat93.
52. 45 C.F.R. § 6 (1960). rescinded by 61 Fed. Reg. 54,743,54,74344 (Oct. 22,

1996)(effectuating the removal of obsolete patent regulations); Banta & Hiller, supra note
50, at 93.

53. See 45 C.F.R § 6 (1960). For current government policy, as enacted by the
Department of Commerce, which has assumed overall responsibility for regulating
inventions and patents, see 37 C.F.R. pt.401 (2000).

54. See Eisenberg, supra note43, at 1663-64.

I
15 r; i

that, because all l\&D had been completed, much of the risky--------ht '.f I
'~~"'«'~"'''''~''''~8'~''"''_'~'~'''='W~,",~,.~,~,~,W~'_e~', e=<*~,jny~sJJ!!!mtJ).~!tillI~j;layl?~E:lL~~te brIDe BoyemT OPt,47"" """"",, .', " ",', """" , ' N ~,,' , i
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There were some exceptitns in "which piieiirngIjIs"were""noC"~""""~h"i\I"-""":-'F-"""'"""'"'"""I
made available on this come-one-come-all basis. Between World War ~Jl'fd ~ J I
II and 1980, for instance, patent policy for inventions made with {I'll ('
government resources was often based onstatutes governing specific--
agencies." The Department of Defense, for instance, permitted '--- ./
contractors to acquire exclusive commercial rights to inventions while /lib J-
obtaining a royalty-free license for itself" The Federal Aviation {!--}Y ;Le,,1.
Administration's policy was to retain all invention rights in its 4.( )J f7t'J'fe{
contracts for R&D as well as lo recoup development costs from
industry." Notwithstanding these exceptions, the bulk of government
inventions, and certainly ahnost all health-related inventions, were
freely available to private industry, While the.Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare (HEW) formally retained full rights to its
intramural inventions and those developed under its research contracts,
it in fact excluded no.one from this technology." HistnDcally,HEW's
poli~bjectiv.ewas to make the results ofifs research freely available /
to.,l,l;w puhlW, This was done by pafentmg or publishing inventions and
by issuing nonexclusive licenses to all applicants." While the stated
policy objective of the Department (now known,astl1e Department Of ~ g r,
Health and Human Services (HHS)) has notcnanged,'i-pOst-1980 ..
technology-transfer legislation removes many federally supported (fIe!).)} ,J'C "
inventions from government ownership and places them in the private I'YE~(IIJ~ i;,.lt
sector." This legislation represents a massive shift of the fruit of '~f..".,/r·'~';
public investment to the private sector. te..{ I &, I:!.
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In 1963, President Kennedy attempted to standardize the federal
patent system by issuing a memorandum that recognized that the

'~'~"""e"'"~~",-"",,-,,,,"rights"to,pPbJidyj,Yl1gQQ,Jlt~lQ1;Le,!i'~gj!!ye,!'tions shopld remain in. .... i
govemment.55 Prior to the issuance of the memorandpm,"a'sysremeor~""""""'"' ""'""""'"~""~,.~~ .,,!
waivers had developed under which various government agencies .
either waived rights to title entirely or granted exclusive licenses to the
contractor." Some agencies had resorted to waivers.so much that the
term became a misnomer, and the basic policy of the agency actually
became one of presumptive licensing or title." When Kennedy
promoted a standardizationof the patent system, he recommended that
the govermnent retain principal rights when the invention was
commercially useful to the general public or useful for public health
and welfare, or when govemment was the principal developer in the
field." In COntrast to Kennedy's policy, much of the technology-
transfer legislation introduced in the 1980s-including, of course, the
Bayh-Dole Act--does not consider the social utility of an invention,
such as its impact on public health, for the purpose of assigning a new
patent. However, some statutory regimes in those areas unaffected by
the Bayh-Dole Act still consider social value as a part of the decision
to either license or wholly transfer title." At the resent time, there are
a number oflaws SPC address tee 0 ogy
transfer and that also rovi amsms)
Un ortunately, these mechanisms, es most specifically the
"march-in" provisions, have never been enforced and seem to be
purposely disregarded, even though they effectively provide price
control over research performed under most, though not all, federal
programs." A description of the major pieces of current technology
transfer legislation follows.

55. See Memorandum for the Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies
(Government Patent Policy),3 C.F.R. 861 (1959-1963).

56. See 1979 Senate Judiciary Hearings, supra note 46, at 3; 1977 Senate Small Bus.
Hearings, supra note 46, at 3.

57. See 1979 Senate Judiciary Hearings, supra note 46, at 183; 1977 Senate Small
Bus.Hearing$.sJlPrq.l1.9!~_4§-,<l~~J'JTloday,many Government agencies 'routinely grant.
contractors exclusiverights....").

58. See Memorandum for the Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies
(Government PatentPolicy), 3 c.F.R. 861 (1959-1963).

59. See, e.g., 35 U.S.c. § 209(c)(I)(A) (1994) (considering whether "the interests of
the Federal Government and the public will best be served" by granting a license). Outside
the small business blanket transfer .policy of the Bayh-Dole Act, and without regard to
presidential directives, agency discretion to grant exclusive .or nonexclusive licenses is
theoretically cabined by the requirement to consider the "interests of the Federal Government
and the public." !d.

60. The GAO asserts that "the basic provisions of the act-which apply only to
universities, other nonprofit organizations, and small businesses-were extended to large

\
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Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980'1 The
Stevenson-Wydler Act made technology transfer a mission of

'govemmefitCOWhcd; 'ctmtf:1cror"operated laboratories:" " "It'also"
required that all federal labs establish an Office of Research and
Technology Applications."

Bayh-Dole University and Small Business Patent Act of1980.64

The Bayh-Dole Act was designed to promote interaction between
industry and academia by allowing universities to license inventions
developed with federal funds to private companies." The Act allows
nonprofit and small business government contractors to retain title to, " /Nyt.:nv' '\
and obtain royalties from, most government-funded inventions." A // t.. tc
1987 presidential memorandum instructed federal agencies to apply ( ,.
some Bayh-Dole rights to all contractors, regardless of their size."
This regime applies to virtually all research funded by the

(
·.' W'tlJ ~ f

pve,.,tA '

~
\

businesses by Executive Order 12591, dated April 10, 1987." ADMINISTRATION OF THE

BAYH-DOLE ACT,supra note 2, at 4. It is probably true that most transfers, whether by title or
licensing, are subject to the march-in provisions as well as the reasonable pricing
requirements imposed by the "practical application" mandate of the Act, though this Article
is limited to a discussion of the Bayh-Dole Act. See in/ranote 67.

61. 15 U.S.C.A. §§ 3701-3717 (West 1998 & Supp. 2000).
62. Id. §§ 3701(3), (8), (10), 3702(2)-(3), 3704(c)(l1}(12), 3710.
63. Id. § 371O(b).
64. 35 U.S.C.A. §§ 200-212 (West 1984 & Supp. 2000).
65. Id.
66. Id. § 201(a).
67. See Exec. Order No. 12,591,3 C.F.R. 988). However, .at least with respect

to Cooperative Research and Develop Agreements (CRADAs) and other similar
arrangements, the issue- of the ap tion of the Bayh-Dole Act to all contractors is
unresolved. Two executi ' frequently cited in this area are Executive Order 12,591
and Executive Orde 12,61 Although both orders do extend the reach of the Bayh-Dole
Act to funding recip er than small businesses arid nonprofits, they do so primarily
only with respect to § 202(7),-which simply provides parameters for how royalties are to be __
divided between the govermnent and others ..The more relevant provision of the Bayh-Dole V! ,. I:
Act with respect to its application to such recipients is § 21O(c). It demonstrates that yV ."
Congress intended that the Act, at least with respect to the price-control march-in provision
(§ 203\ should apply to virtually all recipients of government funds. Section 21O(c)
provides, "Nothing in this chapter is intended to limit the authority ofagencies ... except that
all funding agreements, including those with other than small business firms and nonprofit
organizations, shall include the requirements established in ... section 203 ...." 35 V.S.c.
§ 210(c) (1994) (emphasis added). The only qualification is that contained in § 21O(e),
which states that the provisions of the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of
1980, the Act that authorizes CRADAs, "shall take precedence ... to the extent they permit
or require a disposition of rights ... inconsistent with this chapter." !d. § 210(e). Whether
there are such inconsistencies is arguable, especially in view of 15 U.S.C.
§ 371 Or(b)(I)(B)(i), which allows for licensing to a "responsible applicant ... on terms that
are reasonable," but because such licensing can only be done when there are "health or safety
needs that are not reasonably satisfied by the collaborating party," an argument can be made
that this specifically excludes the "practical application" requirement. 15 V.S.c.
§ 3710a(b)(I)(C)(i) (Supp.III 1997).
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government," either in whole orin part, and effects a pr~ce:con~ 13:(
strategy to insure that private industry does not abuse ~Ula '1

,._otherwise,.,be.'Lm!!§§jYegjYe!!~'Y~_gLP1!blie~ investm,ent:69 This price:
control mechanism has never been implemente(r(;;:~pu611c1Y·alscusse(r~'~~~~·~~·w,."".",•....~•.
or explained by any administration and apparently has been grossly
misunderstood by bureaucrats, including, recently, the NIH itself?"

Federal Technology Transfer Act of1986 (FITA).'! The FTTA
was a 1986 amendment to the Stevenson-Wydler Act It encouraged
federal laboratories to work cooperatively with universities or the
private sector by allowing government-owned and -operated
laboratories to enter directly into Cooperative Research and
Development Agreements (CRADAs) with industry and universities."
The legislation permits laboratories to assign a patent or grant a
manufacturing license to cost-sharing CRADA partners." The Act
also requires that government inventors share in royalties from patent
licenses." To the extent, however, that CRADAs are also

?/o;J!;r ;
~. I()JJ!~
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68. There seems to be disagreement in some areas, wholly outside pharmaceutical
research, about whether the Bayh-Dole Act controls other programs with which it overlaps,
including; for instance. those of the Advanced Research Projects Agency of the Department
of Defense (ARPA). The Bayh-Dole Act comes into play when the research is conducted
under a government "funding agreement," which is further defined in the statute to be a
"contract, grant, or cooperative agreement." 35 U.S.c. § 201(b) (1994). Congress has
endorsed the view that ARPA's "other transactions" fall outside the scope of the Bayh-Dole
Act. The conference report of the House and Senate Armed Services Committees on the
National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1992 stated:

The conferees also recognize that the regulations appliceble to the allocation of
patent and data rights under the procurement-statutes may not be appropriate to
partnership arrangements in certain cases. 1he conferees believe that the option to
support "partnerships" pursuant to section 2371 of title l O, United States Code,
provides adequate flexibility for the Defense Department and other partnership
participants to agree to allocations of intellectual property rights in a manner that
will meet the needs ofall parties involved in a transaction.

NASA Procurement in the Earth-Space Economy: Hearing Before the House Comm. on Sci.,
104th Congo 26, 36 (1995) (testimony of Richard L. Dunn, Gen. Counsel, Advanced
Research Projects Agency).

/:

69~ The price-control mechanism, of course, is the requirement that contractors or
their licensees achieve "practical application:' which is uniformly defined by statute as
requiring that the invention be supplied to the public on "reasonable terms." 35 U.S.c.r: \-\ §..:aQl(1) (1994) Section 20 l(f) and . accompanyinglegislativehistorymakec1eaFthatf

utf'" ~.'. . focu old be on price. ee In a s an ace -
70. As we cu ompanying text, the NIH failed 10

,Vt'l t-vt~. . understand and apply, in the CellPro case, the requirement for "practical application"
.Alll r/1 ~1 mandated ~~ th~ Bayh-Dole Act, collapsing it into a much simpler, but nonexistent, mandan
r" v l for mere utilization.

I vi . 71. 15 U$.CA §§ 3701~3714 (West 1998 & Supp. 2000).
l JVP /-eS 72. See id. § 3702(5).

4 ~_ ) 2-7 73. ia. § 37IOa(b)(2).

I /) -Ie "J 1'1 h-It 74. Id § 3710c

U ~~r~;y-
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;¥J j government-funded, in whole or in part, or to the extent that the Bayh- f L!'rJJ1
__,_, ,'~~_, ~"_'''_'' ~ Dole Act's definition of funding (which includes cooperative N" ~yJ

~ --,- --agreemeri'tS)~5eiiili'rilcesTRA1YA's irrespecti''le-of'literal funding; 'they" "K~€,7f;It-9-,j}/!,"1T---';-:;:JJ--'
may nevertheless also be regulated by the Bayh-Dole Act and thus { Jf~ ,J;",r

'- subject to jts unexercised price QQHtrsl FFlecbapism 7..b The ITfA gives ~~ ;'X~,r..t-

federal labs the option to retain intellectual property rights to work that tt'1 ';;flJ f •
has been jointly developed with private parties," Industry concern ytI (~fa ,-c-
that the government had retained a channel for claiming rights to ,. ~7
jointly developed work led to proposed legislation in 1993 that would "..---- /
have amended the F1TA to mandate that the private collaborator be \ f/
granted title to jointly developed projects," The bill was defeated, but , V ,1.-
it was reintroduced in June 1995 and passed with some changes in dk:' /!rt1
1996," The law as it now stands gives the federal lab the option to -:
grant the collaborating party an exclusive license."

Section 5171 ofthe Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of
1988,81 Section 5171 requires that federally supported international
science and technology agreements be negotiated to ensure that
intellectual property rights are properly protected," Again, the Bayh- I~
Dole Act would still apply as another layer of public protection,
including, most importantly, its price-control mechanism,

National Competitiveness Technology Transfer Act,83 This Act is
a 1989 amendment to the Stevenson-Wydler Act that extends the
CRADA authority of the F1TA to labs owned by the government and
operated by private contractors," Once again, as long as the J UJ
arrangements involve federal funding, the Bayh-Dole Act and its JP\
price-control mechanism might constitute another layer of public
protection."

75. The Act defines "funding agreement" to mean «any contract, grant, or
cooperative agreement." 35 us.c, § 201(b) (1994),

76. See supra note 67.
n. 15 U.S,c'A § 37IOa(bX2) (West 1998 & Supp. 2000j.
78. Technology TransferImprovement Act,H.R. 3590, 103d Congo (1993).
79: See National Technology Transfer-and Advancement-Act of-l 995,-Pub.L, No.

104-113,110 Stat. 775 (codified asamended in scattered sections of 15U.S.C.A.).
80. Id.
81. Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988, Pub. L. No. 100-418, 1988

V.S.c'C.AN. (102 Stat.) 1107.
82. Id. at 1211-16.
83. See 15 U.S.c'A §§ 3701-3710 (West 1998 & Supp. 2000).
84. See id. § 37IOa(a).
85. As one commentatorexplained:
Ownership of inventions madeduring a CRADA is governed by much the same
schemein theBayh-DoleAct. Specifically, 15 U.S;c. § 371Oaallowa theFederal
laboratory to grant licenses orassignments to an invention made in wholeorin part
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The Bayh-Dole Act is the most relevant of these and is the focus
Article.

IV. THEBAYH-DOLEAcT

A. General Overview

The Bayh-Dole Act, passed in 1980, was a major departure from
the govemment's earlier practice of retaining title to nearly all the
inventions it funded." The new policy was designed to provide an
incentive for research and to increase the competitiveness of U.S.
industry by granting title to certain recipients of federal R&D funds"
and then encouraging those recipients to develop the inventions or to \
license others in industry to put the inventions to commercial use. At '/
the same time, the policy ensured that-there could be no abuse <rl'LIle"'
title incentive~~(lJ!!;!~a,_strictprice-control mechanism as part of

-e-;_ .__ . ;;z;: A::~.•""." ".,,,~_

by a laboratory employee to a collaborating partnerand/or to waive ownership to
an invention made during the agreement by a collaborating party.

Mark R. Wisner, Proposed Changes to the Laws Governing Ownership ofInventions Made
with Federal Funding 2 TEX. INTELL PROP. LJ. 193, 196 (1994). Moreover, under 15
V.S.c.A. § 3710a(a)(2), authority is granted "to negotiate licensing agreements under section
207 of title 35."

As it turns out, although 35 V.S.c. § 207, part of the Bayh-Dole Act, does not impose
the same requirements of"practical application," § 209, which applies to "any license under a
patent or patent application on a federally owned invention," is replete with references to the
"practical application" requirement. 35 V.S.c. § 209 (1994). It is thus not clear that there is
even a "funding" requirement necessary to trigger the Bayh-Dole Act. It seems likely that
any license ofCRADA patents is subject to the resulting reasonable price requirements.

86. Eisenberg.szevc note 43, at 1663·64. Eisenberg notes that

[t]he year 1980 marked a sea change in U.S. government policy toward intellectual <l?,.. >/ 1 .,4

property rights in the results of government-sponsored research. In two statutes e::'fi. JIt/it.,/·<{" '1
passed that year, Congress endorsed a new vision ofhow best to get these research
results utilized in the private sector. Previous legislation had typically encouraged
or required that federal agencies sponsoring research make the results widely
available to the public through government ownership or dedication to the public
domain.

Id. at 1663 (footnotes omitted);
87. Sed5 U.S.c. § 200 (I 994). The stated purposes ofthe Bayh-Dole Act are:

[T]o use the patent system to promote the utilization of inventions arising from
federally supported research or development; to encourage maximum participation
of small business firms in federally supported research and development efforts; to
promote collaboration between commercial concerns and nonprofit organizations,
including universities; to ensure that inventions made by nonprofit organizations
and small business firms are used in a manner to promote free competition and
enterprise; to promote the commercialization and public availability of inventions
made in the United States by United States industry and labor; to ensure that the
Government obtains sufficient rights in federally supported inventions to meet the
needs of the Government and protect the public against nonuse 0WVOVm:;!*
use of inventions; and to minimize the costs ofadministering policies in this area.

Id.=
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Ef/

the so-called march-in rights maintained by the government to oversee J
its investments." Y

................ "Th~Aci;;;:;tom;;i;caHy"g;:ants""smajrl)usinesses"'ana'"··nonprofit···

organizations, defined almost exclusively as academic institutions, the
right to retain ownership of "subject inventions" made in whole or in
part with federal dollars." Subject inventions are defined as any
inventions that the "contractor conceived or first actually reduced to
practice in the performance of work under a funding agreement.'?"
This means that any ideas conceived during funding-by the
contractor or others-that ultifilately'leaa-m-patenW"(even ltaffiially
reduced to practiceiOng"l"l11ef"lhe-;funding expires), in addition to those
inventions that are actually reduced to practice during the. funding
grant, are subject to the Act>· c udlllg its pnce-control mecnarusms.
In exchange, the government rece' es a non " era e,
irrevocable, paid-up license to practice the invention on behalf of the
United States anywhere in the world." The government also receives

---~ certain minimal royalties" and, most importantly, the right to "march-
} in" when the contractor, or any person to whom the patent isnJJlr Ir !,G~f\... ultnn.·.~~y-as~i~ does not provide the invention to the public at a

r- , ) R l---rea:sonable pnce.
I t~ r "'10 C1aim these rights, the government must be informed of the

J}'I t (ILl' progress, patents, and inventions resulting from its funding
, I agreements. The Act gives contractors two months from the time their

patent counsel is informed of an invention to disclose it to the federal
agency and two years to decide whether to retain title." Once the
contractor elects to retain title, it has one year to file a patent

(, te
J;Jlt<)w 't ..tW~t 7 '

...-- 1;.o'1;ItJ1f- () I h/), . l
IAJ n"f,f[, c

~vJ~(L
,~f
,%c~y !

~ 88. !d. § 203.
89. 35 U.S.C.A. §§ 200-212 (West 1984 & Supp. 2000).
90. 35 U.S.C. § 201(e).
91. ld. § 203.

~~_ 92. 37 C.F.R. § 401.5(g)(3) (2000).
-.....---- 93. 35 U.S.c. §§ 201(f), 203. March-inrights require a license-holding agent to

yield the license to a responsible applicant if there is an inappropriate delay in achieving
"practical application" of the invention. /d. § 203(a). Pille' . ation means bothof the
followin .. 1 that the invention is bein utilized and ) tis-bene
permitted by law or overnment regulations av e 0 t e pu Ie reasotiaoIe
Thus,the requirement for reasona e pricesdenves direct y om such
inventions achieve "practical application" and, therefore, be available to the public on
"reasonable terms." See infra Parts V-VII. There are other grounds, notat issuehere,upon
whichmarch-in rights canbe based, including health and safetyneeds,public use needs,and
domestic manufacturing requirements. 35 U.S.C. § 203(b)-(d). If the contractor does not
yield thelicense, then thefederal agency maygrant thelicense itself. ld. § 203.

94. 35 U.s.C. § 202(c)(I)-(2) (1994); 37 C.F.R. § 401.14(c)(1)-(2) (2000).

'7 ""l1 ---~-------

1
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application that includes a legend regarding the government'4's to 1/ 'C~ ..~.
_".....••...••.•.•.....•.~ ~..•...•.!I1.~U..!!y~J?!i5?J.l:9: "... (J'

Various provisions impose ofjligaltoilsup6ir·m:eT6firracf6f;·..•••·..• ....··········~···..··e••.•••

including the duties to disclose a subject invention to the federal
agency that funded it,96 to decide within a reasonable period of time
whether to retain title to the invention or give it to the government to
patent," and to ensure that there is a legend on the patent application
(and, thereby, on any resulting patent) specifying that the invention
was made with federal funds and that the government has certain
rights in it." Importantly, this last requirement and the resulting
march-in rights do not only apply to the contractor. The rights attach Iff· h
to the invention and any resulting patent," Thus, even if a patent is 1(oN • (. "/ ,..
eventually granted to others, if it resulted from the original federal {t /~ .-
funding (meaning that it yielded the bare Idea or conception of the ~
invention), the later patent should bear the legend and De SaoJECt to the j-,. -~r
ent&rACt. ., lin. •

The Act leaves much, including enforcement, up to individual f.'+ JJ
federal agencies. The implementing regulations state that the ~Jl~ f -'
contractor "shall establish ... procedures to ensure that subject -. fJ'.1 J ( ~/L_ \
inventions are promptly identified and timely disclosed.,,100 The Act Col •
itself does not require that the federal government elect to retain title if ~~ 00(,/,.
the contractor fails to fulfill the above requirements, but merely states r: ~ ~
that it may.'?' It states that agencies have a "right" to receive periodic
reports on utilizati t require' 102 :It does not expressly

blis anism whereby the !lmding agencies can reliably
learn whether patentees are . obligation to charge no
more than a reasonable price for an invention.'o' a IS worse; 1

pears that funding, granees 1U a more or less
wholesale flouting of their responsibilities to self-report,'?' which has

95. 37 C.F.R. § 401.l4{c)(3). This isreferred to as the "Bayh-Dole legend."
96. 35 U.S.C. § 202(c)(I).
97. [d. § 202(c)(2).
98. !d. § 202(c)(6).
99. See id. § 203. Section 203 applies march-in rights to any "subject invention" and

does not limit itself to the contractor who discovered-or patented it. See also 35 U.S.C.
§ 201(d),whichbroadlydefines"invention" as "any invention or discovery which is or may
be patentable orotherwise protectable under this title."

100. 37 C.F.R. § 401.5(h)(5)(2000).
101. 35 U.S.c. § 202(a).
102. [d. § 202(c)(5).
103. 35 U.S.CA §§ 200-212 (West 1984 & Supp. 2000).
104. The GAO recognizes what is essentially anhonor systemnotonly as the Bayh

Dole Act's chief characteristic butalso as its major flaw: "The administration of theBayh
Dole Act is decentralized and relies heavilyon voluntary compliance by the universities."
ADM INJSTRATION OF THEBAYH-DOLEAcT, supra note 2, at 6.
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t" 011 ~
The Meaning of "Reasonable Terms"

What "available to the public on reasonable termst''" means is
not jurisprudentially troublesome, even absent the sieBE Iygjs]ative
history of the term.!" U.S. law has always held that, absent a clearly
exphcJt sfa't::rory intent to the contrary, ordinary words such as these

B.

105.~y BaldwEJ-leputy Director for Extramural Research for the NIH, noted
evidence 0 ~<i1id grab m her statement to Congress:

As a pilot project JQJurther-eva_luate.reportingcomplia~_~e, we~ha..y~_,c?~ta:'ted 20
institution~ ,t,o. recl:m.<:i~~,our reco~,ds" v,rghJbJir:>. ~~d-to~:PI0YT~~,-~dQjJiq:U~lY!ili?ati on
informatjo~".~Fi"1i~~!L2f these·ins~itUtion~)!!=-l:;irifiiijg_.those.thatreportthe..greatest
number of patents s~p.Q§'n~?~'by.;:FeMr~ .nm~in~,agreep~J}ts-,and"their responses
will help to determine the ccimpfeteiless-oftheli'tiievlous reporting. Five of the
institutions report few patents with Federal support even though they are among
our top -1 00 recipients.

Underreporting Federal Involvement in New Technologies Developed at Scripps Research
Institute: Hearing Before the Subcomm: on Regulation, Bus. Opportunities, & Tech. of the
House Comm. on Small Bus., 103d Cong. 104 (1994) [hereinafter Underreporting Federal
Involvement] (statement of Wendy Baldwin, Ph.D., Deputy Dir. of Extramural Research,
Nat'l Insts. of Health).

106. The lack of oversight is both total and somewhat shocking: "Despite the
perception that Bayh-Dole is working well, none ofthe federal agencies or universities we
contacted evaluated thqeffects of Bayh-Dole." ADMINlSTRATION OF THE BAYH-DOLE ACT,
supra note 2, at 15. '\

107. The GAO reported:

The administration of the [Bayh-Dole Act] is decentralized. Each federal agency
awarding R&D funds is required to ensure that the universities receiving such
funds abide by the [A]ct's requirements. The agency that comes closest to
coordinating the Bayh-Dole Act is the Department of Commerce. The [Ajct, as
amended, provided that Commerce could issue regulations for the program and
establish standards for provisions in the funding agreement entered into by federal
agencies and universities, other nonprofit institutions, and small businesses.
Commerce did so in 1987. Commerce is looked upon by the other agencies as a
type of coordinator and may be consulted, when questions arise. However,
Commerce does not maintain any overall Bayh-Dole database.

ld. at 6.
108. 35 U.S.c. § 201(1) (1994) (emphasis added).
109. See infra notes 146-266 and accompanying text.

~
~

'
\ )\",r.\/.;J'o(

.,. J~'~
~

resulted in a kind of land grab in which researchers receive funding but
unjformly foil to include the Bayh-DoleJegendjn any resulting

····-··--·.·.---·••··.-····.··--·-.···.·.···'4.'Patents:tQ'···-Ironically;although·the·goal·ofthe·Bayh~Bole·A:ct-w;;;do···---~-_·_---·_··---~_·~----_·_·_·

L. make policies for government inventions uniform, the fact th.at each
agency imposed its own rules seriously undermined and balkanized

. : I .;Cc the statute until the uniform Commerce Department rules were
• /,\ f'1!1c!'~ enacted. The result is possibly worse, however, under the Commerce
fJvb 4-,,\, Department rules, because the Commerce Department issued(ov! fW,L< -t" implementing regulations with no facilities for oversigbt.P''Jeaving the .

d- .uv ···ff(!( agencies to enforce the Act with no direction and little expertise.'!"

T~

<:
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11O. See Smith v. United States, 508 U.S. 223, 232 (1993).
111. Demarest v. Manspeaker, 498 U.S. 184, 190 (1991).
112. Chisom v. Roemer, 501 U.S. 380, 404 (l991)(Scalia, J., dissenting).
113. Cookv. Brown, 68 F.3d447, 451 (Fed.Cir, 1995)(internal quotations omitted)

(quoting Ardestani v.INS, 502 U.S. 129, 136 (1991)).
114. ld. (alteration inoriginal) (internal quotations omitted) (quoting BestPower Tech.

Sales COIjl. v. Austin, 984 F.2d 1172, 1177 (Fed. Cir. 1993)).
115. 609 F.2d 843, 864 n.58 (6th Cir. 1979) (emphasis added).
116. 301 F.2d 15, 18(5thCir.1962).
117. 277F.548,549(D.C.Cir.I922).
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118, 812F,Supp.85,87-89(S.D,Miss, 1992).
II 9. Jd. at 87.
120, 641 F. Supp. 1179, 1191 (S.D.N,Y. 1986).

r
'\/'l L\JL 121. 67 F. Supp. 397,433-41 (D.D.C.1946).'d' 1'1;'1 122. 373 So. 2d478, 480-81 n.1 (La, 1979),l " 123. See infra notes 175-227 andaccompanying text., '1\~1\ \ 124. See United States Gypsum Co., 67 F. Supp. at 433-41; S, Cent. Bell Tel. Co" 373\I\/, So, 2d at 480-81 n.l .

•

I
Ii

Court for the Southern District of Mississippi similarly interpreted a I•.•.,.•
statute that allowed organizations to operate vending machines on .

"""'"""'~~'~'-~-"""'-""""",-"reasonable.,terms~,at,the,Stennis"Spac,e"Gentg~L,S'!sh.!.!'!!son!!.R!e """"""'~""'" . li.·.·

terms, the court implied, include "prices and vending operations."!" --"~"-"'I

In Topps Chewing Gum, Inc. v. Major League Baseball Players Ass'n, ,
. the United States District Court for the Southern District ofNew York I•.'

resolved a dispute between baseball players and a playing card ,
company that had agreed to pay "commercially reasonable terms"; the .'
court said, "I assume [commercially reasonable terms] means at a
price higher than Topps currently pays under its player contracts.'v"
In United States v. United States Gypsum Co., the United States
District Court for the D.C. Circuit held that "reasonable terms and
conditions" includes prices."! Finally, in South Central Bell
Telephone Co, v, Louisiana Public Service Commission, the Louisiana
Supreme Court considered the meaning of "reasonable terms" and
concluded that, although such things~,timiUlrandpetf®Uagce,wight
be importaJ;1t, the most important and centrltl factor is, ofcourse, price:

nus. , . regulation must make it possible , .. to compete . , .. The
utility's earnings, i.e. its return, both actual and prospective, must be
sufficient. , . so that it can attract. , . capital on reasonable terms. The
rate of retum is but an intermediate factor; the basic requirement is a
fair and reasonable dollarreturn.

In order to attractcapital on reasonable terms, the utility [must] be
able to pay the goingRrice .. ,. In the last analysis regulation seeks to
set utility prices....12

, ,I The requirement for "practical application" seems clearly toM'*' ·JJ• .) authorize the federal government to review the prices of drugs
,... developed with public funding under Bayh-Dole terms and to mandate

~W~ , march-in when prices exceed a reasonable level. \;be lepus required
~4 ~ '..!I bx Shy Raxh-Dole Act include, but are npt limited to rrllsonable

"(It ., ,~ric6,123 Terms may be considered unreasonable if the unit price is+W_'~ f J too .gh or if its use over the long term makes it too costly with respect
.., II I- to the investment, costs, and profits of the manufacturer.!" Despite

~ ,.. somewhat unbelievable complaints from the NIH that this price review
t t _. k .., is beyond its ability, the traditional judicial and agency competence to

f-J f"' I f ~ ..,----•
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determine reasonableness ofprices is supported by countless cases and I
~~"~~~~"~~m"~" ~""~m~~""~~"~" a host. of .statutes, including, for instance, the reasonable .price ..

~~piovIsions"offueTjiiliormmCommefCiarCod~TtJCC);l25mthereasonab lem "" ~~"m ."m••m •• m.~••mmm.~mm_mmm~ ~~~l:

royalty remedies of patent law,!26 the similar provisions of copyright I
law,"? the compulsory licensing provisions of antitrust law,!" the i

125. u.cc § 2-305(1)(a) (2000); see also Ian Ayres 8< Robert Gertner, Filling Gaps
in Incomplete Contracts: An Economic Theory ojDefault Rules, 99 YALELJ. 87, 95-97
(1989). See generally Koch Hydrocarbon Co. v, MDU Res. Group, Inc., 988 F.2d 1529,
1534-35 (8th Cir. 1993) (determining what constitutes.a "reasonable price" for natural gas
after deregulation pursuant to V.e.C. § 2-305); N. Cent. Airlines, Inc. v. Cont'1 Oil Co., 574
F.2d 582, 592.,.93 (D.C. Cir. 1978) (determining what constitutes a "reasonable price"· for
aviation fuel in the wake ofthe early 1970s OPEC oil embargo and the resulting federal price
controls, pursuant to U.e.C. § 2-305); Kellam Energy, Inc. v. Duncan, 668 F. Supp. 861,
877-879 (D. Del. 1987). The VCC, which governs commercial transactions in forty-nine
states, gives courts the power to determine reasonable prices and even to enforce contracts on
the basis of what a reasonable price would be, for instance, where the contract- does not
specifically state any prire(the so-called open-price situation): "The parties ifthey so intend
can conclude a contract for sale even though the price is not settled. In such a case the price
is a reasonable price at the time for delivery ...." V.Ce. § 2-305(1). The drafters of the
UCCunabashedly placed their faith in the ability of a court todetennine what a reasonable
price would be: "In many valid contracts for sale the parties do not mention the price in
express terms, the buyer being bound to pay and the seller to accept a reasonable price which
the trier of the feet may well be trusted to determine," Id. § 2-201, cmt. n.l.

126. The Patent Act expressly grants a reasonable royalty, the amount to be
determined by the court after hearing evidence, to an aggrieved patent owner. "Upon finding
for the claimant the court shall award the claimant damages adequate to compensate for the
infringement, but in no event less than a reasonable royalty for the use made of the invention
by the infringer, together with interest and costs as fixed by the court:' 35U.S.C § 284
(1994).

127. The copyright statute, unlike the patent Jaw, does not expressly grant a reasonable
royalty. However, in many cases, assessing profits unlawfully garnered by an infringing
defendant requires a court to determine what a reasonable royalty 'WOuld be. See, e.g., Sheny
Mfg. Co. v, Towel King of Fla., Inc., 220 US.P.Q. (BNA) 855 (S.D~ Fla 1983), rev'd an
other grounds, 753 F.2d 1565 (lIth Cir. 1985). Furthermore, the assessment of reasonable
royalties by courts and agencies is an integral part of the administration of the copyright
regime. The copyright law, in section 118, grants public broadcasting a compulsory license
foruseofnOlJdnlm~tj9_J.i.t_~?'I)'J:l1'l~_1I1'll~i<:~~~Hk_s-,~v.r~~~a~ ~i~~?rial,~~~hic,and sculptural
works, subject to the payment of reasonable roy-alty fees fo be set by the Copyright-Royalty
TribunaL See H. REp. No. 94-1476, at 116 (1976), reprinted in 1976 U.S.CCA.N. 5659,
5732.

128. A compulsory license, at reasonable royalty rates, is a remedy occasionally
granted in response to antitrust violations. "The appropriateness of compulsory licensing at
reasonable royalty rates as an antitmst remedy has long been recognized." A. Samuel Oddi,
Contributory Infringement/Patent Misuse: Metaphysics and Metamorphosis, 44 V. PlTT. L.
REv. 73, 125 (1982); see Carlisle M. Moore, Note, A Study ofCompulsory Licensing and
Dedication ojPatents as ReliefMeasures in Antitrust Cases, 24 GEO. WASH. L. REv. 223,
223-27 (I 955).

I
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-..
price control provisions of the Orphan Drug Act,'29 and public utility

"~~"TateTegulation'ca J2..0. '. __ " .. __._._••' ••'~~••'.~••.•.•_~~

T anguage of the Bayh-Dole Act implies that the contractor>
ha e burden of providing, upon a good faith request by the
g ernment, data showin that it c
presen , e era government may not grant a license on a federally
owned invention unless it has been supplied with a development or
marketing plan.!" It would be appropriate to require the contractor to
provide the data necessary to determine a reasonable price as part of
the development or marketing plan,

C. TheReachoftheAct and theBroadScopeof "Subject
Inventions"

Determining whether an invention was made with government
funds (and is therefore a "subject invention") is a complex task that
can easily lead to, and be the subject of, unpredictable litigation.'"
The Bayh-Dole Act defines a subject invention as any invention that
the "contractor conceived or first actoally reduced to practice in the
performance of work under a funding agreement. ,,134 However the
implementing regulations of the legislation, which attempt to specify
what is meant by "subject invention," do not settle the issue.!" The
regulations state that a closely related project that falls "outside the
planned and committed activities of a government-funded project and
does not diminish or distract from the performance of such activities
... would not be subject to the conditions of these regulations."!" The
language here seems to invite litigation and almost defies
comprehension.

129. Orphan Drug Act of 1983, Pub. L. No. 97.414, 1983 U.S,C.C.A.N. (96 Stat.)
2049-66.

130. See. e.g. S. Cent. Bell Tel. Co. v. La. Pub. Servo Comm'n,373 So. 2d 478, 480-
81 n.I (La. 1979) (discussing theimportance ofprice controls).

(

131.- "There-is some supportinthelegislativehistory for COllc1Udiog.that the contractor." __n

bearsthe burden of proofon this question. Cf Government Patent Policies: Institutional
Patent Agreements: Hearings Before the Subcomm on Monopoly & Anticompeutive
Activities of the Select S. Comm. on Small Bus.,--Q5th Congo 397 (1978) [hereinafter 1978
Hearings] (statement of HowardW. Bremer, patent counsel,Wis. Alumni Research Found.).

132. 35 U.s.C.A. § 209(a) (West 1984 & Supp. :1000).
133. See S. Research Inst, V. Griffin C01]J., 938 F.2d 1249 (I IthCir. 1991); Johns

Hopkins Univ. v. CellPro, 978 F. Supp. 184 (D. Del. 1997); Gen-Probe Inc. v. Ctr. for
Neurologic Study, 853 F. Supp. 1215 (S.D. Cal. 1993); Ciba-Geigy COl]).v. Alza C01]J., 804
F. Supp. 614 (D.N.J. 1992).

134. 35 usc. § 201(e) (1994).
135. See 37 C.F.R. §§ 401.1·.17 (2000),
136. ia. § 401.l(a)(I).

1h /1
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Because the regulations limit the reach of the Bayh-Dole Act to K
'.'jJl~l1n:d,::asoRPosed to unexpected, events, there is some question as

.. townetherlhey' faithfully irnplement-the-intent.of.the statute In.fact, ....•..."....
they seem to negate the very essence of invention and thus of the

. Bayh-Dole Act itself. Inventions, by definition, are technological
advances that are unexpected and unplanned.!" The Bayh-Dole Act
seeks to preserve a governmental interest in such unexpected events
that owe their genesis to government funding. But these regulations
seem to exempt inventions that were not "planned"-i.e., those that
were unexpected-which means that they may exclude from the Act
exactly that which it was intended to govem."" Furthermore,
"conditions 0:Jthese regulations" could. be interpreted to mean. that
extracontractur work is beyond the reach of the statute, a result
unsupported lily administrative law.!"

The Act applies to any patents for subject inventions, not merely
patents held or obtained by the recipients of government funds."?
Thus, if a firm were to buy intellectual property rights from an Act
recipient, any resulting patent would remain subject to the Act and
would have to state that the invention was made with federal funds and
that the government has certain rights to it.""

~,
~,
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137. The Patent Act requires that, to be patentable, an invention must be
"nonobvious." "Apatent may riot be obtained ... if the ... subject matter ... wouldhave
been obvious ...." 35 V.S.c.A. § 103(a) (West 1984 & Supp.2000). Nonobviousness is
defined in theActas a technological advance that wouldnotbe obvious "toa person having
ordinary skill" in the relevant technology. Id. The Supreme Court has often likened
nonobviousness to unexpectedness. "[f)he Adamsbattery was ... ncnobvious. As we have
seen, the operating characteristics of the Adams battery have been shown to have been
unexpected and to havefar surpassed then-existing wet batteries." United Statesv. Ada~,
383 U.S. 39, 51 (1966). The Federal Circuit hasheld"afinding of 'unexpected resultst.tobe~
tantamount toa finding of nonobviousness." Hoganas ABv. Dresser Indus., Inc.,9 F.3d948: -..
954 n.28 (Fed. Cir. 1993). Inventions are, therefore, by legal definition, unexpected events
(among other things, of course). The implementing regulations of the Bayh-Dole Act, by
excluding the "unexpected," .seem to exclude. exactly. that which, they might otherwise
regulate; that is, theyseemto regulate the Actoutof much of itsrelevance.

138. Indeed, a patent cannot be obtained if the innovation "would havebeen obvious
at thetimetheinvention was made to a person having ordinary skill." 35 U.S.C.A. § 103(a).
Therefore, nonobvious, unexpected, unplanned events are precisely theevents that furnish the
substance ofpatentable inventions.

139. See Presley v. Etowah County Comm'n, 502 U.S. 491, 508 (1992)("Deference
does not mean acquiescence. As in other contexts in whichwe deferto an administrative
interpretation of a statute, we do so only if Congress hasnotexpressed its intentwith respect
to thequestion, and then onlyif theadministrative interpretation is reasonable.").

140. See supra note 99 and accompanying text
141. It should be noted that if an Act recipient obtains a patent and is subject to the

Act, any licensing to commercial entities wouldbe similarly subject to the Act, since the
patent under whichboth parties are operating must, at least legally, bear theAct's legendand
thus be subject to march-in rights. See 35 U.S.C. § 202(c)(6) (1994) (requiring that patent
applications forsubject inventions contain, on "the specification of suchapplication andany
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In Burroughs Wellcome Co. v. Barr Laboratories, Inc., the
•..•.~•.•.~.~•.•.••.~...~~~...... Federal Circuit held that an invention is conceived as soon as someone iCc

~-··~~;~~~::or~~~~~e~~.i~n~~:~~~~:~~:~:;,~:~~~~~::::::~:-_.~ _~ ~_ _..!•..•.•..•...
invention will work nor obtain any experimental data to demonstrate ...
its workability.!" It follows that if an invention is conceived as soon .
as someone has a bare, untested idea, the provisions of the Bayh-Dole I..
Act are likely to apply to most inventions made with, or perhaps only Ii
even associated with, government funding. Thus, when a comp~ny )
purchases a recipient's intellectual property rights, it cannot claim that [c.•..
it is doing the inventive work. Under Burroughs Wellcome, if the ';
recipient had a bare, untested idea while receiving government funds .•
(and most will have done far more than that), any resulting patent .
obtained by commercial transferees must bear the Bayh-Dole legend i
and is subject to march-in rights.!" I

Because the Act is aimed at the resulting patent and the I
Burroughs Wellcome decision moves the date of conception of a
subject invention to a much earlier point in time, the Act will apply to
far more commercial transferees of patent rights than it would have

patent issuing thereon, a statement specifying that the invention was made with Government
support and that the Government has certain rights in the invention"). Perhaps the most
important aspect of the Bayh-Dole Act, therefore, is that the Act and its reasonable pricing
requirement attach not to the contractor, but to the invention itself, no matter who might
eventually obtain a patent upon it.

Thus, while it might appear to a commercial entity that it could buy the rights from a
recipient, especially if the recipient agrees not to pursue the-patent itself, the Act clearly states
that a patent resulting from a recipient's research, rather than a patent obtained by a recipient,
is subject to tbe Act. See id. §§ 201(e), 202(c)(6), 203(1). It nevertheless appears, though
this would have to be confirmed by further research and perhaps litigation, that many
contractors transfer their research prior to the patent application. This is not so much a
violation of the law as it is what should be held to be a legally unsuccessful attempt to evade
it. However, because the government has given itselfonly sixty days in which to act, these
attempts at evasion may be practically, ifnot legally, effective. See 37 C.F.R. § 401.14(d)(I)
(2000) (requiring that the government take action within sixty days oflearning ofthe failure
of a contractor to disclose an invention or to elect title to it).

142. See40F.3d 1223, 1227-28(Fed. Cif. 1994).
143;-- The-Federateircuit-has-defined "conception" insuch__a waythat not __ ()_t:llX_~i_ll~

"wild guess" qualify, but it can be so wild that even an inventor might reject it as beyond the
limits of scientific possibility:

Thus, the test for conception is whether the inventorhad an idea that was definite
and permanent enough that one skilled in the art could understand the invention

But an inventor need not know that his invention will work for conception
to be complete ....

. . . An inventor's belief that his invention will work or his reasons for
choosing a particular approach are irrelevant-to conception ...

[d. at 1228.
144. See supra note 99 and accompanying text.
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Overview

Many of the controversial issues that currently surround public-(/
private combinations were first discussed in the congressional hearings
when the Bayh-Dole legislation was considered in the late 1970s.' 46

For example, many in favor of the legislation expressed fears that a
slump in American innovation threatened the nation's well-being.!"
There were also complaints about confusing and contradictory policies
among various federal agencies.':" Proponents noted that contractors
must balance the benefits of receiving federal R&D assistance with the

V.

A..,~"

I
I
!

prior to Burroughs Wellcorne. Almost any research performed by a 'I'

"N,,~·~~·~~··•••··••.••••..•~•.••.,Je.cipieJlUh!ltI<;§ll!!~in"'£Q!Jl'9?tion, however untested or apparently •.
impractical, will give rise to a resulting'patenflin:i1etllie"ACf,'noffiattej'~'N""""~..~.~ +,
who might later apply for the patent. ~ I

There are undoubtedly many such pharmaceuticals now on the [
market that should be subject to the Act but lack the Bayh-Dole I

legend. Th.e.se..ll.l.. c.lude drugs.p.. atented by Bayh-Dole contractors as, t.·,··
well as t!!~s.e patented by m~ufactlliers for which the rights to the
und~mg research or eve e c,onco!<\1lim1~er.&;".!l!JI..~or /
licens rom a -Dole contractors. These also include drugs based

Ion an idea, qualifying under 'Burroughs Wellcorne, that an employee of
the funded contractor took with him or her to a new employer such as
a drug manufacturer.!"

145. This is because the statute requires only that conception occurduring the federal
contract. See 35 U.S.c. § 201(e) ("The term 'subject invention' means anyinvention of the
contractor conceived or first actually reduced to practice in the performance of workunder a
funding agreement." (emphasis added). Under Burrough Weltcome, of course, conception
canbe thewildest of guesses. See supra note 143and accompanying text.

146. See infra notes 175-227 and accompanying text.' ... .1'0
147. Oneauthor observed that Congress sought to tV' ( .
ensureeffective transfer and commercial development of discoveries that would
otherwise languish in-government anduniversity.archives. It wouldreinVigorate} 1 u .~
u.s. industry by giving it a fresh infusion of new ideas that would enhance tlr) ~_.::";'~
productivity and create new jobs. And it would ensure that U.S.-sponsored ().ttJ.,Je11..-
research discoveries were developed by U.S. firms, rather than by foreign "AC .. -
competitors whohadtoo often cometo dominate worldmarkets forproducts based t"'-
ontechnologies pioneered in theUnited States. :JI. IAJ t. -- 7

~jsenberg, supra note 43, at 1664-65;",ee 1978 He.arings, supra note 13] ,~t 575 (statement Iff ft, ~ .,
ofDonald R'Dunner; esq., qnbehalfofthe Am.Patent LawAss'n). , I I

148. See 1979 Senate Sci. Hearings, supra note 46, at 216, 220 (testimony and IV tJ
statement ofPeter F. McGJoskey, President, Blec. Indus. Ass'n);1978 Hearings, supra note
131,at572 (statement ofDonald R. Dunner).,

'1 '2~
~1.

t~
~~''!.
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need to protect the investment of the company's shareholders.!"? The
. lack ofa..clearly.. defined..meclmni~m ...f9rJic~n~i!1gg9Y~.fI1!11e!1t -.o:"!}"d.

technology was also cited as a purported reason foibilleaucratiC'
delays.!"

In addition, burdensome patent policies were another barrier to ..', k •~
innovation and increased c.ompetitio.n." Witnesses noted that fewer.b.Y.• ?f,t,. - t (,) 0
than 5% of the 28,000 govenunent-held patents had been licensed miT,.
1979.152 A Justice Department analysis concluded that federal patent •
policy did not properlybenefit public investment because govenunent- I '
funded inventions were inadequately commercialized.P". I;;Jowever.
one knowled eable witness said that those kinds of c cluslOns were
complete un ou e an msupporta e and,..t!:JJJ.t.the very nature of
govenunent ents-w c wer£.~w~'y-=- available without
policin -made It ini ossi . .. tes.""-Peniciilin
was cite as eVI ence of industry';"reluctance to conunercialize
products for which patents and title are not available for private
ownership." In that case, for eleven years prior to World War II, the
federal govenunent tried to make penicillin available to industry, but
no company was willing to conunercialize jt The Waf forced the
govenunent itself to develo eniciil' "6 here was also som"";;

ony in icating at the pharmaceutical industry acted as a bloc to
extort a favorable government patent policy and boycotted
gm,enunent patents in order to gain greater rights."?

nrs orthe Bayh-Dole Act quesnoneathe need to provide
an automatic exclusive license. Witnesses from private industry,
Congress, and govenunent agencies testified that even without an

149. See 1979 Senate Sci. Hearings, supra note 46, at 217, 220 (testimony and
statement of'Peter F. McCloskey).

150. See id. at 216-22.
151. Patent Policy: Joint Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Commerce, Sd., & Transp.

& the S. Comm.on theJudiciary, 96th Congo458~60 (1980) [hereinafter 1980Joint Hearing]
(statement of'Hon, Bir~h Bayh,U.S. Senator, Ind.).

152. S. REp. No. 96480, at 2 (1979)/
153. 1980 House GOV'! Operations Hearings, supra note 46, at 95-96 (statement of

Ky P. Ewing, Jr., Deputy Assistant Attorney Gen., Antitrust Div., U.S. Dep't ofJustice).
154. See id. at 79 (statement of Adm. H.G. Rickover); 1979 Senate Judiciary

Hearings, suJi?a,~ot~.4.6, at'159 (same); 1977 Senate Small Bus. Hearings, supra note 46, at
3 (same). '- .- ,

155. See 1979~enateJudiciary Hearings, supra note 46, at 14647 (testimony of Dr. Y6f
Betsy Ancker-Johnson, Vice President, Gen. Motors, Envtl. Activities Staff). ... _._..'~

156. See id. atI79(i~stimony of Frederick N. Andrews, Vice President for Research, y GJ
Purdue Univ.). .

157. Government Patent Policy: Hearings Before the Subcomm: on Domestic & Int'[ J
Scientific Planning & Analysis oj the House Comm. on Sci. & Tech., 94th Congo723 (1976)
[hereinafter 1976 Hearings] (testimony ofNonnan 1.Latker; Patent Counsel, HEW).

«I c I~ • d 1,
!(Ij
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158. See generally 1980 House Gov't Operations Hearings, supra note 46, at 49~137~U (ftc ((C,/'e '\
(statementsof Bon. Jack Brooks, Hon. Frank Horton, Adm.H.G. Rickover, Hon. John D. /
Dingell,arrdRalphNader). . " . II d -' ~O <>-K)'

159. /d. at 54. ;" . n 1. e
160, ld.at 74-83(statement ofAdrn. H.G. Rickover). ~...:.--~.-- N 4. -fi"CA v« ',.""1-
16I\... Id. at 56. ' tit! I"'7Jt.v<JKJ
162. See id. at(99 (testimonyof KyP. Ewing, Jr.); 1979 Senate Sci. Hearings, supra . -"n, L, .-.J'f;,A

note 46j at\401{s.t1!!~1illE~OfAdm.J-!.G. Rickover); 1977 Senate Smal~Bus.: Hearings; supra, If tJ ...,'j;:v (t:l..~.... t....;
note 46,at 233 (statement of'Hon..Rnssell.Bc Long.Ll.S. Senator, La'). /

l63._,~e:.J980Joint Hearing, supra notel SLat 463-65 (statement ofHon. Russell B. --N-()-- I rJ~7 .
Long). 'j r

164. /4;at464.1!U."- tu~ .
165.j.Id. f/(j~1 •
166.. SeK}980 House Gov 't Operations Hearings, suprq note 153,at 55. .~~/Z'v 1::. J

I
167.~N onlyhas the 'Nlli never exercised its march-in rights, but the only time it was ..

as e . "~_ '._ e'~infra text
accompanying notes 294-313 There are some reports -that "the NIH has on occasion fI d ~J'tJ-k~
threatened to use 'march in' rights with some positive results." Underrepontng Federal •
Involvement, supra note 105, at 101 (statement of Wendy Baldwin). However, there is no
record ofany government agency ever actually exercising those-rights.

L • {<C' 'Jill/'
l~ <''{,..f4lI" h-1y

j:;. .111'1e /-tJ
v~r· ~{h

I~

I
I

exclusive patent, federal dollars and the sharing of scientific~ 1O["tdV"~ II

~"~'~'-'"~'""""'~,,""",,""~""-""~information._w.eLe,,[eWgcL~!)'9!!gh~58 Representative Jack Brooks . .••

~~~;::~~l~~~~: t~~~ ;~~~~t a~ri~~;::~~~c~:~~~e"~~~:a:~~"--'-"-""-"-'"'-~~-"-----"II"
paying to develop a patentable invention was an incentive to
commercialize."? Admiral Hyman G. Rickover, then a DeputyI
Commander for Nuclear Power for the United States Navy, feared that' 111'( t ~t
the legislation would concentrate economic power in the hands of
large corporations and, contrary to its stated purpose, hurt small
businesses.!" , Representative Brooks, in fact, suggested that
government patents be "put up for competitive bid," allowing both big
business and small businesses the opportunity to obtain~h patents.!"

The legl~latiQnwas rep.§a.i~Y_Gl'lks!ll2Q.blllion ",gwe\\;¥ay."r62
Senator Russell Long (Louisiana) testified that the public would have
no access to the results of the research it had-paid fqr..aud would not
know \\I~~!J:1~.lJ2!:(}duG!.L\VeX~PGiI!KfairlYmic.ed.!63He called the bill
"deleterious to the public interest,,!64 He.further stated that there was
"absolutely no reason why the taxpayer should be forced to subsidize a
private monopoly and have to pay twice: first for the research and
development and ~ffl"'OIl."Q"IP~O~lllLl-I'P!lJri~c~es?;.':-'!_65_,....,._,.....,.._--",.-_-......
~ve Brooks criticized the use ofmarch-in rights as'll1e~ .......

rimary mechanism for protecting the public interest: "The IL
Government does not use its march-in rights one in a million times.... -If\
I think that is a paper tiger. I think we can forget [march-in rights] as a
realistic protection for the public.t''" Brooks's statement prove·
~ never exercised 'its march-in rights} 67!An
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'cus on Competition, Profits, and Prices

Congress's concern with march-in rights focused exclusively on
maintaining competitive conditions, controlling profits, and doing so
through price controL T~e march-in erovisions became tR~hpinof
the enti ente rise because Con s e emands

Iof private' ams e pu IC e UI rom the
mas . c patented
inve"'; .. e so-called government equities were not adequately
pro'tetied by the government's "free and irrevocable license," which
was "not always sufficient to protect the public interest."!" This

*1

i
I

I
I'
i

alternative was to create a Patent Board to exercise march-in rights, I"
~~~·-~·~~'···""··-·'"--~·~·-·-··--·~rathepthan·vesting.that.respon .. sibilil¥.w!.uth.the.. fedeIabgw£y~_~_nolh~!_._ ..__",". . . .. I.•..........·..·..

idea that current debates have echoed.!" -~-....~----~.
A Department of Justice review of the pending legislation

highlighted the need for government patent policy to offer "adequate ".
protection of the public's equitable interest in inventions that result
from government funding," once the' v . . . ed I 69

I'

Earl version&-- e y ac provlsio .
S~P]'l~-a: east in principle, by most witnesses. t require e i
licensee to compensate the government for any profits from a I
successful invention.'?' The bill would also have given the I
government 15% of any gross annual income above $70,000 that a t

contractor obtained from licensing an invention.!" 1n addition, it also
would have granted the government 5% of all income above one,
million dOIrars-tfiafThe contractorma-de'ffOIlrSl[les of products using
those inventions.!" Ultimately the_l~gislati.Q.n di(Lllot contain a
mechanism for ensurmg'ij'tIDancla'rreturn on governmentinvestment.
However, it did preserve the "march-in" mechanism that would, if
enforced, effectively achieve the same goal of providing taxpayer:
with some benefit: a requirement thai the products of these inventiofis
be sold to the public at reasonable prices.!"

168. See 1976 Hearings, supra note -157. at 785 (statement of William o. AJ~ -'&(,0..1£/\/1 ~f1
Quesenberry, Patent Counsel, Dep'tof the Navy). (

169. See 1980 House GOV'! Operations Hearings, supra note 46, at 97 (testimony of /lI-u tf/./l. _.c.

I! Ky P. Ewing,Jr.~. . ~.. . -W (

.'
\~. ;""'.1":'11 !Qi P 1\10 96480,018-10, 25·26 (1979E"::::::::>"If·., J

.\ ) 171. ld.ot9. 1&1

~
, ( IV 172. Jd. 'If" J

J , II) 173. ld. ye i
( 174. See35U.S.C.§§201(f),203(l)(0)(l994). l"~:;;. ."~B6 -----175. I SUBCOl\1M. ON DoMESTIC & lNr'L SCIENTIFIC PLANNING & ANALYS1S OF THE1Jt& HOUSE COMM. ON SCI. & TECH., 94TH CONG., BACKGROUND MATERIALS ON GoVERNMENT

~
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shortcoming was somejimes characterized as "the public's need for ,
~~'·~···'~···"··~····"··~'·'···'·~··~~"'~·'competition.'in,.the.malketplace;~.which,.could.be.protected.only."by~.,~~~,.,•••~,..,.~"" ••••""." ••,••.!

mar~h-,in ri~ts.l76 TIfere was a stron~n~!,,_of,'pu,bli,c desert in the II

heanng test~~ongress urufOhnfy viewedmar~
pew,'IITeCllarusm ..~!.~~uP~2t provjs~§l",t~$",ot"Ct,.t411"---' I'
~"Tran mvention IS otactuarco;:;;merci'ar nnportance,"

estified Donald R. Dunner, representing the American Patent Law ,
Association, "there is a~tual and'real market incentive for 'march-in' .1

nghts to protect the public interest."!" (
But there was strong industry resistance to any kind of l f;:iK I

revocabilityor march-in provision, though noticeably less resistance to··V , j,.
recoupment or payment of royalties. ISO "Revocability ofa contractor's #1:1., ~ "'t t '\.
patent rights is an area ofconsiderableconcern to many businessmen,"
said one witness.'!' "It is not a good concept that government should"
go into competition with private enterprise," voiced another.!" "It is '
not a proper function of government ... " Under socialism, the J
government owns the essential means of production . . .. Under

~~

~ roduction and distribution is privately owned. We-firmly
believe this is t e best way. . , d] it provides us

1 t-}

~rheN~elof/0
Nu
Ar~

PATENT Poue fES: THE OWNER SHIP OF INvENTIONS REs ULTING FROM FEDERALLY FUNDED
REsEARCH AND DEVELOPME!'IT I (Comm. Print 1976) [hereinafter BACKGROUND
MATERIALS] .

176. 1976 Hearings, supra note 157, at 666 (Report by Task Force No. I of Study 1'1 t.J
Group No.6 ofthe Comm'n on Gov't Procurement ontheAllocation ofRights to Inventions
Madein the Performanceof Gov't Research and Dev. Contracts and Grants).

177. 1977 Senate SmallBus. Hearings, supra note 46, at 189-95 (statement ofJohn H,

~
Shenefield, Assistant Attorney Gen.j Antitrust Div.,Dep'tof Justice).

178. fd. ~'

. 179. 1978 H~ings,supranote 131, at 597 (statement ofDonald R.Dunner).
180. In fact, thelegislative history indicates that the factthat r()Yfl.1tiefi,.cash payments,

" or recoupments woul.~J!1E~!:_~.~ __~b_s~:~~9jmQJhe.,cost.of}~~.~~~·ITY,.~ndtxfinventio~s is at
~ '( least one reason-why t~~ __~~T~,_~.~~~~~, from the Bayh-Dole Act __1ffilt.:I~nds-stipport,

-rr",t· th?refore, to the ~o~c!~~.Lt?,~~~~L,,!~,~_,.A.~LwaLcOnCemeQ.~JYHh._...PX.l~~,~_~s:!~@.k)).Qt",just
J1~7 re,mbUIsement.-It:,s'aISO easterto underst.~pd 'YEY..!h.~J?.~Jm!l?ce~,,',t,!,!?',al~,>\!".;I,.P_Sl!Jt,ha", 'S, fa,vored
tv .. royalties- se t ef1"TIJSt canslriiPiybe passed alongto consumers. S . 96-
~ 480,..at 30 (~ . f11eorigmaTVcrsion of t ..._ .. . "p~y~ack"

provisio . nt . ate" . . . . .:. __ '. __ '.__ . ..,_'" :,}/e~ring·o~- J!.~ 5.ZI~--l!_eJqz;~ the
Subc m. on Sci.jesearc1C& Tech. of the House Comm: on Sci. & Tech.,~96th Congo 79
(1980)(supplement to the testimonyof Charles R Herz, Gen. Counsel, Nat'l Sci. Found.)
(notingthe National Science Foundation's opposition to the inclusion of the government
recoupment provision in the Act); 1979 Government Patent Policy Hearings, supra note II,
at-22-23,59 (statements of DonaldR. Dunner and Edward 1. Brenner, President, Ass'n for
the Advancement of Invention and Innovation) (objecting to the inclusion of the payback
provision inthelegislation). . I

181. See 1976 Hearings, supra note 157, at 173 (statement of Charles S. Haughey, /1/ fJ
Patent Counsel, Hughes Aircraft Co.). . /

182. See id. at397 (statement ofL. Lee Humphries in supplementalmaterial submitted JJ. w
by Charles S. Haughey). //

~,J;1Je1

(Vl

//

",,--- .,-
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with more freedom."!" A third stated, "[I[ndustry does not like either
the concept of a revocable license or the 'march-in' rights, and views

. them with great suspicion."!" A i.uliversity representativetestified, "I
have always been a little concerned with that provision frankly,
because it could be an arbitrary decision. . .. I would hope ... that an
appropriate hearing would be given."!" Another witness said that
march-in rights would effectively kill the bill: "I think that the whole
concept of march-in rights is a disincentive.... I think that [the bill]
would be much more likely to achieve its goals if the march-in rights
were deleted."!" Finally, there was resistance not only to march-in
rights but to the terms used to define the triggering events:

Any march-in rights should only be exercisable. by the Government
after a full and-completehearing·beforeanimpartial arbitor based on
clear and _~onymcihg-evidenceand-sho1J1dbe-1imited40.requiring-the
Contractor to grantnon-exclusivelicenses .... Mar~h:iI1.}ig1)ls_Yl.~ich
do not pravide-effeCliveaii,q)iocess ... orextend beyond the granting
of noncexcliisi"eli(enses are highly objectionable_'!!1<!y()ll!d.~~EY!'. as a
disincentive. . .. Likewise, the circurnstanc~s under which the rignts
can be exercisedmust begrecisely defined andavoicf'sucn"vagueterms

as "welfare" and the lik:~.~7~====-===~=:-::=:::-:-:~:-_-::;>.,....

-,,',
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existing agency regulations already defined the practical application to
reqnire that the invention be "reasonably accessible to the public."!"

. In fact, from as far back as at least 1968, a government report had
urged march-in rights triggered by a failure to license the invention
"onreasonable terms. ,,192

While proposals for recoupment, repayment, or royalty
provisions in the Bayh-Dole Act were eventually abandoned (in fact,
industry has often suggested cash payment and royalties as an
alternative to price regulation!"), march-in rights were preserved, with"
their requirement that practical application-defmed as availability to
the public on "reasonable terms"-be ac . 194

any douliffuat this meant the control ofprofits, prices, and competitive
ere are countless re erences IS a ve recor 0

the need to maintain competitive market conditions through the
exercise ofmarch-in rights.I" One witness, summarizing the goals of
a uniform federal patent policy, asserted that a "primary object[] of
such a policy should be to_. . . insure" that patent rights in such
inventions are not used for tiiifiii, antic0IJ:lQetii!ve-orsuppressive
purposes.'?"?" A Senator testified before aHousesuDcoiiiIDiftee-"fh"at
"[tjhejiolicy should foster competition and prevent undue market
concentration."!" A Senate witness favored march-in "where the
contractor is misusing the invention to the detriment of competitive
market forces."!" An Assistant Attorney General in the Antitrust
Division said, '" [M]arch in' provisions should help assure that the
availability of exclusive rights . _. does not disrupt competition in the
marketplace."!"

191. See id. at 256 (ArmedServs. Procurement Regulation 7-302.23(a) (1975»); id. at
971 (Appendix I, Attachment 2 to Letterof Frank A. Lukasik, describing proposed Dep't of AI J
theInterior Regulations). -(

192. 2 BACKGROUNDMATERlALS,SUpranofe 175,at 196. -.;c

193. The Federal Government's Investment j"h....NewDrng Research and Development:
Are We Getting Our Money's Worth? Hearing Before theS. Special Comm. on Aging, 103d
Congo 145-46 (1993) [hereinafter 1993 Senate Investment Hearing} (statement of GeorgeB.
Rathmann, President & ChiefExecutive Officer, lcos Corp.).

194. See I BACKGROUNDMATERlALS,Supranote 175,at6.
L ( d ( 195. See 1993 Senate Investment Hearing, supra note 193, at 132-39 (statement of '1'1""tJ

ulr \-<' """'-----::?Gerald 1.Mossinghoff President, Pharm.Mfrs.Ass'n). . .

~--~ ~--~~:-=-4; -:~-~- ~--- ~--;.~~:;,;J:~~;::i~:td:::Z;~:~;f;~=:;"~~;e~6;a~184-(~esti"2.0n!-<>f!'te~e~c"------

~
ff.. 197. 1979 Gov't Patent PolzcyHearijgs, supra note II, at6 (statement of Ron. M;

~a (. ~ Harrison H. Schmitt). . 1 ..--'
." ( 198. See 1979 Senate Sci. Hearings, supra note ac, at150 (additional commentsof Alf)

....~ James E Denny).
?m.... .. 199. 1980House Gov't Operations Hearings, supra note 46, at 102 (testimonyofKyt/V

P. Ewing, Jr.).
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Profits and unfair profiteering were a key topic in the debate over
march-in rights. March-in rights were designed to prevent "windfall
profits," about which there was much discussion.f" The Senate
committeeoverseeing the Bayh-Dole Act wrote in its Report, "The
agencies will have the power to exercise march-in-rights to insure that

~
no adverse effects result from retention of patent rights by these

.. . contractors.... AlthOU.gh there is no evidence of 'windfall profits' ...
. the existence of the pay backpfO'VJsion reassures the pubJJc...."201 A

witness testified, 'The 'march-in' rights were developed to address
issues of windfall, suppression and detrimental effects ... to
competition.'?" One witness tried to reassure Congress, saying,
"Windfall profits' do not result from contractors' retaining title to
such inventions.r''" Another said, "[T]he Govemment will prevent the
contractors from enjoying windfalls of commercial benefits from
inventions paid for by the Govemment ....,,204 One industry witness
tried to dismiss the very notion of windfall profits: "1 had something
in my statement about the windfall profits," he said, "which we hear
all the time, is [sic] bad. 1 think that's a very misleading thing. When
you look at what is accomplished if[an unused technology becomes]
successful[,] ... the rewards to the general public, the citizens, is [sic]
tremendous. They have something which they never had before."'o,

Beyond the concerns with competition and windfall profits,
pricing concerned Congress the. most.· If anything, march-in rights
would prevent owners of exclusive rights from gouging the public
through unregulated prices. One witness stated: "[T]here seems to be
little disagreement on the objectives of a good patentjiolicy for
govemment procuretnent,. ... [A] policy is in the public interest if ...
lilt promotes efficiency in the economicsystem by providing the
consumer with the goods and services he requires at the lowest
possible . ..,

e e that govemment inventions are "commercially available to
equately fulfill market demands and at a reasonable price."2'~07~Ftr1;"'"'

~----........... YV7f
~ 200. See, e.g., S. REp. No. 96480, at 30 (1979).

/ 201. !d. iltJ·. ~....!2
202. 1979 Government Patent Policy. Hearings, supra note 180, at 16 (statement of tl 0

JamesE DelUly)..... tV

205. 1980 Joint Hearing, supra note 151,at524 (testimony ofRobert B. Benson). #-0
206. 1976 Hearings,supra note 157,at 387 (emphasis added) (supplemental materials NIJ

submitted by Charles H.Haughey). <- ----:~_ c.

207. Id. at 785 (emphasis added) (supplemental materials of William O. #---d
Quesenberry).

(
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Board would decide if "commercial authorization" to others was
appropriate based on whether: "(1) Commercial utilization has lapsed;
(2) Market demands are not met; (3) Market price is unreasonable; or
(4) Royalty rate is unreasonable.,,2080ne of the stars of the..\J.earings
(he testified at virtually all of them) wasJ'i:dnjiral Hyman·G. Rickover,
who said that "[t]he public has been greatly overcharged for many
years [for] drugs.'?" He was then questiQlleg by Benjamin Gordon, a
consultant to' the Committee on Small Business:' "When a
Govemm~' gives away patents resulting from
Government-financed research, ... it does not take any steps..to insure
that the contractor does not charge exorbitant prices to the prtblic?"210
Admiral Rickover responded, "That is cortt<:t.'m I

Mr. Gordon expressed palpable concern over pricing, saying,
"The patent, the whole idea of a patent is to restrict the use. If you
restrict the use, you can control the prices and the profits.'?" An
industry spokesperson was no less candid about the centrality ofprices
in triggering march-in rights. He stated, "[I]f [a contractor] fails to

Isupply the market adequately at a fair price, then there is reason for
requiring it to license both the background patents and the patents
stemming from the contract work.'?" A centerpiece of the hearings
with respect to march-in rights and pricing was the story of a
contractor who had balked at the march-in provisions in an EPA
contract.i" Patrick Iannotta, President of the contractor Ecolotrol,
Inc., recounted the events whereby the company did not receive a
patent waiver because it would not agree to an EPA demand that it
make the invention "available at terms reasonable under the
circumstances.v'" Iannotta stated:

[W]e as a small company were unable to obtain from the
EnviromnentalProtectionAgency the ... patent rights ....

. . . One ofthe things thatI'~ot sure you're aware of is the primary
reason we turned down the EPA grant. ... [W]e would have been

s-»208. !d. (emphasisadded). fJ "
i 209. 1977 Senate Small Bus. Hearings, supra note 46, at 3 (emphasis added) !'to -Arfl~,,,,'~t9t(
i (statement ofAdm. H.G. Rickover). ' r
:.......... •..•.. . •• .•. •..... •....... ....m ...• 210. Id. ar a (emPh"'iSadded)(stat~mentofBenJat1lm Gordon, Consultant to the 1/ 0 - fk~~cLJN
f~~==·=·==::::·:=:-:=c::=·=~::::::'c:;::~tf=:7~::i~~§iinrOf.cA:dip'F[G;R.icJ{;)\ieJx·:m...:<;··.•···•.·~.·-fZ=lfcl"'IJ~e.rt;m···cil.It .•....-.'l1:~·G~#~_··~I 2T2:li1. an'9ZWm~ifoof('mremenF6FBe1'ljllffilR""'r<lonl ...• --#(J--..;;;;;;;;~;; •· .. "c .
I 0 213. 1979 Government" Patent Policy Hearings, supra note 11, at 48 (statement of til) ~ 'Mv9 . .

~ Harry F.Manbeck, Jr., Gen.Patent Counsel,Gen. Elec. Co.). N~_k..
214.Seeid. at 209 (correspondence rsubmittcd by Patrick J. lannotta, President, /lfl ..

Ecolotrol,Inc.). .._,~ \
215. Id. N v

LtJCf /1Jt e ib!« itt,,) .
l lj/'fIJ- f /Ie ~. fit Q iff ~(/M~n~e.t

10' I, fvo deWJ 1,e ... 4t.) {-'IJ t
d'/l.~ {
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forced to agree to a march-in rights clause which I thought was
confiscatory ....

· .. Now, the march-in provision was such that we had to make the
invention reasonably available, whatever that meant, at a reasonable
volume, whateverthatmeant. ...

· .. The problem is the Government says it shall be "reasonably
available." What is "reasonably available" today to one administrator
may be "unreasonably unavailable" to someotheradministrator ....

On the question of march-in rights, I don't have a particularly
difficultproblem with the subjectinventions. I think the key has to be
this: The smallbusinessman or large businessman or whatever, has to

an irrevocable license. '...

· .. The best argumentever given to me why I should not disagree
with subject inventions or march-in provision is that they are never
used. I said, if they are never used, then take them out of the
contract.2

J6

But even that sympathetic tale was not enough, perhaps because,
once more, Admiral Rickover's sharp tongue apparently convinced
Congress, or at least the Committee, that pricing was key. Admiral
Rickover asked if it were wise "to exercise monopoly rights over the
distribution, use, and pricing of the results for 17 years?'?" In
response, Senator Long rhetorically inquired, "Is this bill providing a
limitation on just how much the successful contractor can charge the
public for what the public has already paid for? ... Is there any
Iimitation.inthis proposal as to how muchhe could chargethepublic
to have the benefit of what the public had already paid for when they
paid for the research?'?" Some time later, Admiral Rickover was in
the House, dramatizing the importance ofprice control:

Imagine the public furor that would ensue if, under theterms of this
bill, a contractor... developed at publicexpensea major breakthrough
. . .. Is it proper for that company to be able to exercise monopoly
rights over the distribution, use, and pricing of the results for 17

It,.l ck ;J""~'"

.lli -'../'1

2.16. Id. at 169·71 (statement of Patrick J. lannotta). Exhibits attached to Iannotta's N-ij

t~~-~"-~;===~',.,·~~:==~~';:~'-~~~~~~:;=~~:~~:=~~';::';=:=~' :~!ft?I;~tIr~:~~~~~t~~~~~a~~;~'_~~~f~;~~~~'~~;_[:~i?li~:;Ji~J;!~~1~~~e:,~,:~_,:o_=_'~:_" _'~'A ~'~""~-'~""~;~"'-P~~"'~'"~'- '~'~"" ~" ~
j -~:eg~~~~~~~[;] a~.-~~~:~:~~h::~:~~n:g;~:e:ti;~~7:~::~"-'--'-"'~""'"'-
I sales?" ld. at205 (correspondence submitted by Patrick 1.Iannone).
!' 217. '1979 SenateSci. Hearings, supra note qc.at 389 (emphasis added) (statement of

,

! Adm. H.G. Rickover).
218. Id. at392 (emphasis added) (statement ofHon. Russell B. Long).
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years-mind you, where the Goverruuent has paid for it? I think
not. .

666

. . . The bill provides that if a contractor who holds .. title to a
Goverruuent-fmanced invention fails to develop and promote it, or
createsa situation inconsistent withthe antitrust laws, the Government
can force widespread licensing or revoke the Contractor's patent or
license.i'"

Congress, of course, insisted on march-in rights, but it is just as
revealing to observe what Congress did not do.. The price-control
mechanism of the Bayh-Dole Act lies in its definition of "practical
application,"?" and Congress was urged to redefme that term to
dispense with the price requirernent.i" Peter F. McCloskey, President
of the Electronic Industry As~j!l!LQn,:ft1lfea:that:-::.:trJ~:t1illtion".\5f
'praciiCat:aPJ'licati5h~~ap~~~I:.L\95L§ill1lg"J!L.. \Ye.#w;ould"'suggest a
rewrite to indic'atethar'application' means ... 'that the invention is
being worked or that its benefits are available to the public either on
reasonable terms or through reasonable licensing ....",'22 The "or" is,
obviously, crucial. That Congress refused McCloskey's rewrite and
maintained a march-in provision that is triggered upon failure to work
and reasonable price is perhaps the most telling fact ofall.

Judging from the relevant testimony, the reasonable pricing
requirement is an open secret, meaning that Congress acknowledges
its presence, but the government seldom enforces it. In the latest
congressional term, Representative Sanders offered an amendment to
an appropriations bill, H.R. 4577, that forbade the use of funds for
licensing' governmentpatents except in accord with the reasonable
pricing provisions of 35 U.S.c. § 209, the section of the Bayh-Dole
Act applicable to license, rather than title, transfers.'" The
congressional debate over the Sanders Amendment was explicitly
addressed to the existing reasonable pricing provisions and cited the
Bayh-Dole Act's requirement of"reasonable terms" time and again.i"
In fact, the text of the amendment was quite explicit in citing,
parenthetically, the "reasonable terms" provisions: /

219. 1980H~use"'(;ol?iDperiiiions-Hearings, supra note 46, at 79 (emphasis added) '1'[ iclt fV'-e'\.
(statement of Adm. H.G.Rickover)._ m nm__ m_n n ._, ._'_n' .-_nm_mm "'_m'_nm __m"-._'nm _,,_00_

'o=""'~~~"="="='=~'==~~='""="~:~:~_=~==~:'~;~~;~;~~~~':i~~~~~~;~~~=~~~o~;i~~~~~~~r~;ib~~~~~:~1~~~,~:=""~_.~=_~'~~====:,'===:=~~~=:~~~
(1994) (emphasis added).

221. 1979 Senate Sci. Hearings, supra note 46, at 221 (statement of Peter F. /IIu
McCloskey).

222. !d. (emphasis added).
223. 146 CoNG. REc. H4291 (daily ed. June 13,2000).
224. Jd. atH4291-93.
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None of the funds made available in this Act for the Department of
Health and Human Services may be used to grant an exclusive or
partially exclusive license pursuant to chapter 18 of title 35, United
States Code, except in accordance with section 209 of such title
(relating to the availability to the publicof an invention and its benefits
on reasonable terms).'25

Actually, the debate was more in the nature of legislative theater, or
even circus, because there was no argument about the import of the
reasonable terms language?" What was being debated was an
amendment that did not impose new requirements but instead simply
demanded that existing law be respected."?

VI. nmROLES OF GOVERNMENT, ACADEMIA; AND INDUSTRY

One of the complexities of assessing and, especially, policing the
equity of technology-transfer legislation in particular, and public
private combinations in general, is the substantial confusion over the
appropriate roles of government, academia, and industry. Conflicting
interests and clashing organizational cultures may complicate the
effective implementation ofpublic-private combinations.

225. Jd. at H4291. /If ~

226. Jd. at H4291-93. Ii'·v
227. In making the following statement, Congressman Sanders did not even pretend

thatwhathe was offeringwas anything different than whatcurrent lawrequires: J/"U
Our amendment requires that the NIH abide by current law and ensure that a
companythatreceives federally owned research or a federally owned drugprovide
that product to the American public on reasonable terms. This is not a new
issue....

While afeasonable pricingclause is'notthebtily--devicethatwillptotect the
investment that American taxpayers havemade in.numerous profitable drugs, this
amendment makes clearthat Congress will not stand by while NIH turns over
valuable research without someevaluation that theprice charged to consumers will
be reasonable as is required by current law.

Jd. atH4291-92 (emphasis added). Despitethis,newsreports the followingday heldthis to
be a departure from existing law. Forinstance, theNew York Times, in its report, implied that
the provisions of the Sanders Amendment would require new legislation, rather than
enforcement of the existing Bayh-Dole statute:

In another demonstration of the significance of the issueto lawmakers, the
Housetodayoverwhelmingly passed legislation offered by Representative Bernard
Sanders" a Vermont Independent, that wouldrequire "reasonable pricing" on drugs
developed through collaboration between the National Institutes of Health and

",.~,,,,,·..,",,,,*..,,,,,I.h~~,Jgg!,§)J!,t1s1n,,A.,~g,~.RQn§S;,J9£QJ!I&-~Jb.~t4rus)2.gmR~~,~-com:£"R-R<;!Sh,~J:¥iQg"~_7"""
patients for drugs developed in part with federal money, does not establish a
specific formula for pricingthe drugs. But is it intended to lower some drug
prices. Itsprospects in theSenate are unclear.

Robert Pear,1n Policy Change, }/ouseRepublicans r;allfor Government Guarantee ofDrug
Benefits,N.Y. TiMES, June 14,2000, at Al5.
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Historically, universities have placed greater emphasis on basic
science and the pursuit of knowledge than on the practical application
of scientific discoveries.i" However, from the 1920s through the early
1940s, cooperation between academia and industry began to grow.?"
despite the disdainful view that many academics had of faculty
members who collaborated with industry.i" This disdain began to
dissipate as academic inventors themselves sought to commercialize
their research by seeking patents and licenses for university research
results, beginning on a large scale with the establishment of the
Wisconsin Aluruni Research Foundation in 1925.23l

The Bayh-Dole Act has.undoubtedly spurred these collaborative
activities between universities and private enterprises. Since the
1980s, there has been a dramatic increase in collaborations between
academic scientists, who still receive a substantial portion of their
funding from the govemment, and industry.'" This reflects a
slowdown in the growth of federal support for health-related research,
which has been caused by national policy shifts and the growth in
universities' commitments to commercialize their own research
themselves.i" Increasingly, universities have started their own for
profit companies. In one notable case, a university, along with its
individual members ofthe Board of Trustees, the university president,
and members of the faculty, owned equity in a company'?" According
to one recent study of 800 biotechnology faculty members at forty
research universities, 47% consulted with industry, nearly 25%
received industry-supported grants and contracts, and 8% owned
equity in a company whose products were related to their research."
Perhaps more troubling was thefinding that 30% of those with
industry funding said that their choice of research topics was

228. Sheldon Krimsky, University Entrepreneurship and the Public Purpose, in
CoMM. ON SCIENTJF tcFREEDOM & REs PONSIBILITY. AM. Ass OC. FOR THE ADVANCF.MENT OF

SCl., BIOTECHNOLOGY: PROFESSIONAL ISSUES AND SOCIAL CoNCERNS 35 (P. DeForest et al.
eds., 1998). .

, 229. JOHN P. SWANN, ACADEMlC SCIENTISTS AND THE PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY:

i COOPERATIVE REs EARCH IN TWENTJETH-CENTURY AMERICA 170(1988).

I . .. .. 230. Id. at 24, 30-35.
'1~---'--=~-"--'"'~"~~--~--""-·"'-'-··--o=%""''''''=''''='''''="'=23'lo.""·~David"BIumenthal,et,al,."Commer.dalizing"Dniver-sityoReseor.ch,03J4;NEYLEN9.......).=.c,.,,,,-'',"=_''',o,=,='''",,''",=",c====,,,=,,=''',"=Cf""" ,
I _..,"",- '"-~"_.,. ~MJmd62l 1.62-1_26{128.6.) "'e~ - ._ _,__ ,_,,_,.

1 232. Udayan Gupta, Hungry for Funds, Universities Embrace Technology Transfer,
i WALL ST.J., July I, 1994,atAl.
! 233. See id.

234. See David Blumenthal, Academic-Industry Relationships in the LIfe Sciences:
Extent, Consequences, and Management, 268JA!vIA 3344, 3346 (1992).

235. See id. at 3345.
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influenced by their perceived commercial potential; only 7% of those
without industry support were likewise influenced.

In a survey of thirty-five universities with the largest grants from
the NIH and the National Science Foundation (NSF), the GAO found
that thirty-four had technology licensing offices; by contrast, only
twenty-two had established such offices before 1980.236 During fiscal
years 1989 and 1990, technologies developed with acknowledged'?"
NIH or NSF funding accounted for approximately 73% of all license
income?"

At many universities, private corporations can gain access to
federally funded technologies through membership in industrial liaison
programs (ILPs).239 For an annual fee, corporate members are able to
attend research symposia and seminars and receive research reports,
abstracts, and newsletters. This fee also buys corporate members
virtually unrestricted access to faculty research prior to publication,
usually through interactions or consultations with university faculty.
In the GAO study mentioned above, thirty universities out of thirty
five surveyed had such a program.i"

Many ILPs offer membership to foreign companies. Twenty
four of the thirty-five ILPs examined had at least one foreign
member,"! which raises questions about the appropriateness of
transferring U.S. taxpayer-funded technology to foreign countries.i"

236. u.s. GEN. Acc01JNTl]\lG OFFICE, GAOIRCED-92-104, University Research:
Controlling Inappropriate Access to Federally Funded Research Results II (1992)
[hereinafterGAO UNIVERSITY REs EARCHREPORTJ.

237. As we have already stated, one of themost daunting tasksis to discoverthe true
numbers, largely because the reported numbers depend upon self~reporting.There isa
difference between whether technology is theproduct offederal funding, in whole or in'part,
and whether an academic institution (or government agency) believes it is. Because, in the
case of academic institutions andbusinesses that maybenefitfrom federally funded research,
the decision to characterize tedmology as publicly supported or not carries with it the
decisionto recognizepublicrights, including most especially, the reasonable-pricing clause
oftheBayh-Dole Act, the conflictof interest involved in sucha decision makestheresults of
such self-reporting suspect by definition. See, e.g., Gosselin & Jacobs, supra note 20
(claiming thatDNA research was partially funded by the federal government despite the
inventors' protestations to the contrary); NAT'L INSTS. OF HEALTH, OFFICE OF THE DJR.,

DETERMlNATION IN RE PETITION OF CELlPRO, INC., available at http://www.nih.gov/news/
prlaug97/nihb~Ol.htm (last visited Feb. 10,2001) [hereinafter CELlPRO DETERMINATION]
(determining whether to exercise march-in rights against holders of a government-funded

240. Id.
241. Id.
242. Nevertheless, note that this question is also separate and apart from the

applicebility of the Bayh-Dole Act The Act makes no distinctionbetween foreign and
domesticpatentees, and, to the extentthat foreign enterprises obtain patentsgranted by the
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For example, approximately 50% of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology's (MIT) corporate ILP members were foreign, and,
together, they have early access to the results of 86% of MIT's $500
million of federal research support?" While the return to U.S.
taxpayers is questionable, university researchers can earn generous
returns in the form of royalties and other incentives for
collaboration.i"

Whether information gained through access to federally funded
research is subject to the restrictions of the Bayh-Dole Act, especially
its reasonable-pricing requirements, seems an almost unanswerable
question. The answer, however, is hardly daunting: To the extent that
the language of the Act covers the research, patents gained through
that research must bear the Bayh-Dole legend, as well as be subject to
the price-control and other requirements. To the extent that such
patents fail to bear the legend, their owners are clearly misleading the
public about its rights.

. Whether the lack of return to U.S. taxpayers is troubling depends
on how one characterizes the missions of government, academia, and
industry. Despite the fact that private industry would never tolerate a
relationship in which the benefits of a particular investment would be
limited to the ambiguous notion of an unaudited and vaguely defined
return, an analogous argument is often proposed to justify similar
public benefits from taxpayer-funded research. This argument
proposes that research subsidized with public funds, whether funneled
through industry, academia, or a combination of the two, repays
taxpayers through the marketing of new products. This view is held
by NIl-! leaders, who are more concerned with developingand
commercializing inventions than with ensuring that the government is
repaid for its investment or controlling the price at which new
technologies are sold.?" Of course, the NIH's position is at odds with

U.S. Patent andTrademark Office, the underlying innovations of which are due to federal
funding consistent withthe Bayh-DoleAct, those patents demand theBayh-Dole legend as
well. Thus,the questionof the of foreignbenefits based on U.S. taxpayer-
supported research is whenthosepatents escapeBayh-Dole oversight, and

The National Institutes of Health is not equipped, either by its expertise orby its
legislative mandate, to analyze private sector product pricing decisions, NIH
Director Bernadine Healysaid Feb.24.

. . . Healy said that Nll-l can contribute to assessments of pricing by
providing "expert technical advice andthe relative merits of various products, as
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the Bayh-Dole Act, which is not satisfied with an unaudited return, but
demands that the public receive a demonstrable and valuable benefit
by restricting pricing to levels that are reasonable.

Not surprisingly, many in industry agree with the ephemeral
return argument, asserting that government's role is merely to serve as
the catalyst for useful, marketable inventions. As the head of one
biotech company stated:

The purpose of government basic research is not simply to provide
employment for scientists ... [but] ... alsoto conductresearch that can
improve our standard of living, improve our health and welfare, and
improve the competitiveness of U.S. firms. The bottom line in which
these objectives are measured is in the market place, not just in the

It is true that government and academic researchers typically
emphasize longer-term, basic research, which is a markedly different
emphasis than industry's short-term, market-driven aims. The conflict
between socially and commercially valuable goals goes to the heart of
the concerns regarding public-private combinations. For instance, the
virtual absence of anti-addiction medications-s-only two such
treatments have been marketed in the last thirty years-illustrates the
possible result?" The Medications Development Division of the
National Institute on Drug Abuse is intended to be a catalyst for
private sector R&D, which it prefers to conduct through CRADAs.24

,8

Despite an estimated three million people with opiate and cocaine
addictions in the United States, only two anti-addiction CRADAs have
been established with industry.i"

well as the difficulty .of the discovery by informing policymakers and potential
regulators of thecost ofNIH's role in theco-development of suchproducts."

However, for the Nlli to undertake pricing analyses or regulation "would
radically change its fundamental nature, potentially undermine its research
mission, and place it squarely in conflict with its technology transfer
responsibilities," according to Healy.

Drugs: NIH Said Not Equipped to Analyze Pricing Decisions ofPrivate Finns, DAILYREp.
FOR EXECUTIVES (BNA)No.9 (Feb. 25, 1993) [hereinafter NIHNot Equipped]; see alsoinfra

, notes294-313 and accompanying text(discussing theCelli'ra litigation).
1__ __mm m, n __ n m n_, '_om n'nn n' "_ __ mmm_n_ ?~~_·_!~_~_,!!_CfY~_~l?o..t~l.~t, _~ ~_~_~~~~ 0l.!~_te_n~_!~s~e: _i_n_,,!'..~~e~ally~un_~e~_15~s~~ch.~

! Corp.).
247. INST. OF MED., THE DEVELOPMENT OF MEDlCATJONS FOR ras TREAlMENT OF

OPIATE AND COCAINE ADDICTIONS: ISSUES FOR TIlE GoVERNME!'IT AND PRIvATE SECTOR 1
(Carolyn E. Fulco et al. eds., 1995).

'248. See id. at 80-81.
249. Jd. at 81.
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VII. CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

A conflict exists between the purported objectivity of science and
the potential bias introduced by connnercial interests."? At a
theoretical level, Henry Etzkowitz argues that the increasingly strong
ties between science and industry are not in conflict with legitimate
scientific goals; rather, they represent the emergence of new norms
about the proper conduct of science."! Etzkowitz believes that
internal pressures from reduced federal funding have driven the rise of
entrepreneurial science, while externally, technology-transfer
legislation has encouraged university researchers to view their work in
new, economically relevant ways."? Nonetheless, the new model
raises concerns about conflicts of interest. For example, a tension
exists between the academic and govennnental mandate to publish
research results rapidly in order to disseminate knowledge and the
connnercial pressures on industry to keep research confidential?"
This is especially troubling in areas ofbasic research.

A GAO report acknowledges that the problems surrounding the
flow of information between govennnental, industrial, and academic
partners can be problematic: "[T]he public interest is better served if
the Government ensures that appropriate controls and safeguards are
in place goveming who gets the access to, and ultimately will benefit
from, the results of federally funded research. ,,254 One concern is that,
in the rnsh to patent, powerful research tools may become inaccessible
to the research cornmumty/" Another study revealed serious
concerns about the free flow of information among biomedical faculty
at leading universities due to their allegiances to so many competing
companiea?" The Bayh-Dole Act allows federal agencies to prohibit
public disclosure of an invention for "a reasonable time in order for a

250. Robert K. Merton,A Note on Science and Democracy, I 1. LEGAL & POL. SCI.
115,115-26(1942).

251. See Henry Etzkowitz, Entrepreneurial Science in the Academy: A Case 0/ the
Transformation a/Norms, 36 S:JC. PROBS. 14(1989).

252. Id. at 17.
253. /d.
254. Conflict ofInterest. Proteaion ofPublic Ownership, in Drug DevelopmentDeals

Between Tax-Exempt, FederallySupportedLabs and thePharmaceutical Industry: Hearing
"====-~">M'~'--:-~-~-~~'"'''''=''""='=''~''~=''=='==='Be]'6rfnh'1[SitlfCifjffm.=ifil=Regaliitio~Bus;"'OPf!0ttuiiities,~&=Tech~oFthe~House"Gomm,"on====""==,'''~"===',=",''''',"=,===~,"=,"",""~''"=:;

, ' .- -. ,- 8m",II~4'3<F€<>JllFlO{4e19i¥)'!h"",inajl=I'9,93,£o'!flieMfJnlere"-Heoti.g}(restim_=============;

ofJim Wells, Assoc. Dir., Energy & Sci. Issues, Res., Cmty., & Econ. Dev. Div., U.S. Gen.
Accounting Office).

255. NATL INSTS., OF HEALTH; PANEL REPORT OF THE FOR1IM ON SPONSORED
REs EARCHAGR EEMENTS: PERSPECfIVES, OUTLOOK, AND POUCVDEVELOPM ENT 3 (1994).

256. See Sheldon Krimsky et aI., Academic-Corporate Ties in Biotechnology: A
Quantitative Study, 16 ScI., TEcH., &HUM ANVALUES275,275-287 (1991).
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patent application to be filed.,,257 This precludes other fields from
benefiting until the patent is filed.

The NIH has had a difficult time enacting conflict of interest
guidelines for its fund recipients. Guidelines developed in 1989,
which specifically prohibited researchers from holding equity options
in companies that could be affected by their research outcome, were
criticized as too restrictive and were withdrawn.i" The NIH
Revitalization Act required the NIH to issue clear guidelines in 1993,
but the NIH declined to comply with a congressional requirement that
it define the "specific circumstances that constitute" a fmancial
conflict of interest,"? When the NIH issued draft guidelines in 1993, it
required only that universities and other institutions form three-person
committees to decide when financial ties created a conflict or
compromised HHS research.P" That suggestion was abandoned,
however, in favor of "institutional official(s)," whose job is "to solicit
and review fmancial disclosure statements from each Investigator who
is planning to participate in PHS-funded research.r''" The obligation
of the institution is simply to take undefmed "reasonable steps,,262 to
assure compliance with the institution's rules and the regulations,
which essentially require disclosure and nothing rnorc.""

Another potential conflict exists between the possibility of future
royalties and scientists' accurate interpretation of their research. The
FITA, which allows government inventors to retain 15% of the
royalty income that an agency receives from an invention, addresses
this issue.i" While royalties are certainly a potent incentive, they do
not differ appreciably from equity positions or other financial
relationshipsthat the NIH has sought to prohibit among its extramural
researchers. The possibility of future royalties may compromise a
researcher's conduct, interpretation, or representation of research.
Whether a 15% stake in royalty income would be enough to induce
such a compromise depends in part on the individual inventor and the
invention's commercial potential.

257. 35 U.S.CA. § 205 (West 1994& Supp. 2000).
258. See Michael D. Witt & Lawrence O. Gostin, Conflict oj Interest Dilemmas in

...•..••...•...... .··.·Biomedicn/.Re"'arr.h,.27.1..JAMA.5.47•.54.8..(12Q.4)..
. ~. _ _'0___ _,e:::--~~:~::--,::,259.;_m'B.ntc_e~A:grrew,-c.Qflgn}:~sj}gmgndsFi1]E.j'C~"iJffEt,,~j,j;:'te;;;st~i?~guratToiiSJ::N)l-r:':=~
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Another conflict of interest exists with respect to what is
essentially the self-reporting arrangement by which federally funded
institutions decide whether inventions are the product of federal
funding and whether such inventions should bear the Bayh-Dole
legend. These are two separate questions, of course. Apart from the
clear temptation to err on the side ofnondisclosure, note that the latter
issue is somewhat more complex than whether the invention is a
product of federal funding/" Because the system is one of self
reporting, there is no reason to believe-s-except for pure faith, of
course--that, where millions of dollars are at stake,2" such
institutions, even when they understand that the legend is required,
will decide to adopt the legend, especially knowing that there is no
meaningful penalty for failure to do so.

VIII. FAILURETOUNDERSTAND AND ASSERTMARCH-INRIGHTS

Because patents are obtained in secret, there is no way to know
whether recipients have acknowledged the government's support and
its rights to the invention, as required by law, until after the patent is
granted. Yet the regulations adopted by the government soon after the
Bayh-Dole Act's enactment established that, if the appropriate legend.
were discovered to be missing, the government's right to march-in
could only be invoked if asserted within sixty days after the discovery

?65.:j(!(!slJpr(l n()tesq~~.~.~~ .. ~d_a~?I11})lU1)'in~ text.
266. A recent GAO report reveals the startlingly large sums involved; The University

of California received $63,000,000annually in licensingfeesbased onmore than onebillion
dollars of annual federal funding; Stanford received $43,000,000 annually; Columbia,
$40,000,000; Michigan State, $17,000,000; the University of Wisconsin at Madison,
$13,000,000. All told, universities polledin theGAOreport received $208,000,000 in 1996
for licensing. ADM INlSTRATION OF TIIEBAYH-DOLE ACT, supra note2, at 10. How likely is it
that those institutions that have their own constituencies, especially those that frequently
complain ofunderfunding,as universities often do,will willingly putthesekinds of funds at
riskforfederal appropriation? Consider this recent news item:

Universities alsohave become adept at tapping- ... health-related royalties, which
totaled roughly$300 million in 1996,almost triple the 1991 level.

Profits ondrugs that emergefrom university labsofferthebiggestpotential
for thefederal to a return on its research investment. However, it

a
andMedicaid cutbacks, trying to tax another smallrevenue stream theymay get
from royalties doesn't make any sense to me," says David Kom, a senior vice
president atthe Association of American Medical Colleges.

Chris Adams & Gardiner Harris, When NiH Helps Discover Drugs, Should Taxpayers Share
Wealth?, WALL ST. 1.,June 5, 2000, at B1.
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of the contractor's failure to disclose the invention.?" Both the
government and the funded entities admit that the Act has not been
policed and, at the same time, offer varied excuses for that neglect,
which range from the impossibility of proving that an invention was
really conceived while the project was receiving government funding
to the limited time available to unearth such proof/"

Effectively, the government has enacted a statute of limitations
against itself that makes enforcement of the Act impossible and
abrogates all public rights to Bayh-Dole patents. With only two
people at the NIH charged with handling invention information
coming from thousands offunding agreements awarded each year,26' it
is virtually impossible to discover and notify all, or even most,
violators of the Act within sixty days. While the NIH has
implemented a computerized system for handling invention
information in response to an investigation by its Inspector General,

267. 35 U.S.c. § 202(c)(6) (1994); 37 C.F.R. § 401.3(.) (2000). Together, these rules
require that standard patent rights clauses be part of every subject funding arrangement.
Pursuantto 37 C.F.R. § 401.14, the following legend has to be included in any patent subject
to the regulations: "This invention was made with government support under (identify the
contraa) awarded by (Identify the Federal agency). The government has certain rights in the
invention." 37 C.F.R. § 40Ll4(f)(4) (2000) (internal quotations omitted). However, if a
contractor obtains a patent without including the legend. in the patent, the government must
(1) discover this failure and (2) attempt to regain title to the invention. The government has
compounded the difficulty of its task by including in its regulations the requirement that:
"the agency may only request title within 60 days after learning of the failure of the
contraaor us disclose or elect within the specified times." Id.§ 401.14 (d)(l). What makes
this even more troublesome is that the regulations do not specify whether the government
must actually be .1l\Yl,lre of the absence of thelegend or w~~t~er"constJ"Uctiye kno""ledge"
will suffice. Because patents are a matter of public record, one of the first arguments an
errant contractor can be expected to make is that the government constructively knows of
each issued patent and, thus, the sixty-dayperiod has passed.

268. Universities, for example, admitted that they had some difficulty complying with
Bayh-Dole's reporting requirement:

Each of the universities visited had systems that allowed them to track dates and
meet reporting deadlines for all Bayh-Dole requirements. However, some
university officials noted that determining compliance with certain requirements
Can be difficult For example, as noted above, it may be difficult to tell when an
invention actually was conceived or when the university first learned of it.
University officials told us that, as a practical matter, it may not be possible to
know whether an invention exists until there is at least a preliminary patent search.
Thus, how to meet the requirement in the regulations to report an invention within

!'=-'~"='"'"'="~'"'=-"""--'''''''=''''''='''''''='=''''''='"='''M'''''''",·,,,,,,,,,,,==,·,=,·,,·,,",,,",2,months"is,unclear~·,,,-=,,,,,c·=,="""'''==''''''''=''"''''-='''"~''''=',",....~,-==,,,,.,,,,,,.,-=.,,,,,,, ..,"'='="~'=''''''""''; '' ; ''''='=''''';N'''' '''''''''=',,,,=,,,, ,·="~·"=,·""w=="",.,==~"=,.~,=".,~="""",c,.,==~"",,,
'===============~~=A"'ADM::INIS'f4tA:n@N;0F~11iEBA¥Ji,,:De~uprd"note-2,-a'L.J.2-J3 ---Note..thatthe.gov.emmenL _~_., "'_""_~ '" _"_, .__

the universities, or both have failed, once again, to understand the tenus ofthe Act. The two
month period is the period in which the government, not the university, is required to act in
order to take title to inventions that are not properly reported.

269. OFFICE OF INSPEcroR GEN., DEP'T OF HEALTH & HUMANSERVS., NIH
OVERSIGiIT OF EXTRAMURAL REsEARCH INVENTIONS 3 (1994) [hereinafter Nll-I OVERS IGHTOF
EXIRAMURALREs EARCH].
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budget pressures preclude the agency from hiring additional staff for
these activities?" To make matters worse, the NIH would have to
conduct thousands of investigations every year in order to discover
legend omissions. In order to police this kind of "negative" violation,
the NIH would have to audit every patent granted to contractors or
anyone operating with their authority. This additional procedure
would amount to more than 100,000 investigations annually?"
Finally, the NIH has abdicated its responsibility by announcing that it
has no interest in enforcing these provisions of the Bayh-Dole Act and
by operating what has been referred to as a "lackadaisical" "honor
system" with "a policy of 'don't ask, don'ttell and don't pursue."?"

Enforcement of the Bayh-Dole Act is further weakened because
of the astonishing and virtually unbelievable fact that the goverrunent
does not understand, let alone acknowledge, the nature of its march-in
rights. To a large extent, goverrunent agencies, when addressing
march-in rights, confuse them with a simple utilization or working
requirement.?" This failure to understand the fuII impact of the Bayh-

270. Telephone interview with Sue Ohata, Nat'} Insts. of Health, Dir., Div. of
Extramural Invention Reports (May 15, 1995).

171. Over 100,000 new patents are issued by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
annually. Morton InCI Inc. v. Cardinal Chern. Co" 5 F.3d 1464, 1472 (Fed. Cir. 1993)
(Mayer, J., concurring). A search of the patents issued by the office between Jan. 1, 1999,
and Jan. 1, 2000, for instance, reveals that there were 154,485 patents issued; this number is,
unsurprisingly, increasing. The figure for a similar period between 1994 and 1995 was only
102,230. And this does not include patents issued abroad that are also subject to the Bayh
Dole rules. For instance, the European Patent Office, just one part. though a substantial one,
of the international patent regime, issues about 24.000 new patents annually out of
approximately.J 26,000 new applications each year Samson Helfgott, Super2P.Group
News, 18INTELL PROP. L. NEWSL. 32, 34 (2000); David W. Okey, Constitutionality a/a
Multi-National Patent System, Part II, 81 J. PAT. & TRADEMAR KOFF. Soe'y 927, 959 n.l44
(1999). The point of all this, however, is not to show how daunting a task it would be to
police this effectively. Instead, these numbers 'send the clear message to contractors that they
can ignore or violate the Bayh-Dole Act with effective impunity. Note that, since the
Scripps-Sandoz deal came under scrutiny in 1993, the NIH has again investigated contractors
and discoveredisimilarly large and grave violations of the Bayh-Dole Act. with no
explanations offered by the contractors. U.S. GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, GAO/RCED-99
242, TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER: REPORTING REQUIREMENfS FOR FEDERALLY SPONSORED
INVENflONS NEED REvIs ION 2 (1999) [hereinafter REP OR TINGREQUIREM ENfS].

272. Underreporting Federal Involvement. supra note 105, at 2 (statement of Hon.
Ron Wyden, U.S. Congressman, Or.);see alsoMatk Z. Barabak, U.S. MayBe Losing Out on
Medical Research. SAN DIEGO UNION-'ThlBUNF, July 12, 1994, at CI (reporting on the

''''==='''='''''''''~''=,,,,"'''''''''''="0-''''''''''''''""·''''''' .'""=.".,,,,,,,,,,==,,,,, widespread,na;ncomp1iance·",with"theJ3ayll"oole..ActAunong,r.esear.ch,uniYeISjtjes.JU1.d."qJ.l.QJing","="==.",="-,=,=_,,,,,~,,,,,,,,'.o,,"',="'.,'=='=',-., =",,,=~,,,,.,-.,.-,,,",,,,,

~Congr£Ssman_WydenL _ _ _ _. ~ _~'" _ ._
273. In one of the most recent government reports on the administration of the Bayh

Dole Act. the GAO committed the fatal error of confusing march-in rights with simple
working requirements without regard to pricing or the other guarantees of public benefit
which were supposed to be the raison d 'etre of the Act. Describing universities' obligations
under the Bayh-Dole Act, the report erroneously states, "The university must attempt to
develop the invention. Otherwise, the government retains the right to take control of the
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of each and every government contractor (or worse, their undisclosed
transferees), there is no way the government can discover inventions
that were patented without its knowledge. As a recent report found:

In July 1999, the InspectorGeneral submitted a draft report to NIH on
the most recent reviewand concludedthat compliance withBayh-Dole
requirements remained insufficient. The InspectorGeneral found that,
of 633 medically related patents issued to the 12 grantees in calendar
year 1997,490 were recorded in Edison. The remaining 143 patents
were not in Edison, and the patents did not includegovernment interest
statements. After comparing the information in the 143 patents with
information fromNIH's grant records, the InspectorGeneral concluded
that all 143 inventions most likely resulted from NIH-sponsored
research and questioned the 12 grantees about these fmdings. The
granteesthenreviewed their records and agreed that79, or 55.2percent,
of the 143 inventions were in fact supportedwithNIH's funding. The
grantees also acknowledged that they had not properly notifiedNIH of
the inventions or includeda statement on their patent applications that
the inventions had been created with federal support. They did not
agree that the remaining 64 patents resulted from government
sponsored research.i'"

The failure to include the legend is a kind of insurance against
discovery and, without mincing words, amounts to theft of
government property and ongoing fraud of massive proportions. The
GAO figure~143 unreported medically related patents out of a total
of633 such patents-yields a failure rate ofabout 25%, and, ofcourse,
this is a rate that the GAO has discovered without the kind of intensive
investigationnecessaryto uncover the true dimensions of the fraud.'"
Even the contractors' admission of 79 unreported inventions
633 yields a 13% failure rate.'82 Equally shocking is the GAO's
conclusion that contractors fail to comply with the Bayh-Dole Act's
general reporting requirements (that is, the required combination of
both the Bayh-Dole legend and a confmnatory government license
statement) at a rate of94%!"3 In what seems to be a typical situation,
the GAO visited ten government contractors and examined the patents
obtained by those contractors without regard to government
funding." The GAO found that these contractors typically failed to

281. ld.
282. Jd. at 13.
283. ld: at 6 (t'[Wlhile 2,083patents issuedin 1997had either a government interest

statement or a confirmatory licenseon file, only 128, or 6.1 percent, were recorded in.both
databases.").

284. Jd. at 1-2, 6-7,12,27.
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report about 20% ofthe patents issued to them, even though they were
subject to the Bayh-Dole Act reporting rcquircmcnts/" What is again
shocking is that, when confronted with this evidence, none of the
contractors were able or willing to explain why they failed to take
steps necessary to reveal that they were in wrongful possession of
government property?"

Although the recent GAO and other reports on the Bayh-Dole
Act indicate some continuing governmental interest in the indifference
that contractors have demonstrated toward their responsibilities under
the Act, little has been done. This is surely due to the fact that even
the GAO fails to understand exactly what it is investigating. It seems
thoroughly obvious that the most serious consequence of a failure to
report the government interest in .granted patents is that the
government will not be able to police the pricing of inventions for
which the public has already paid. With that at stake, the GAO's
interest in discovering inclividual and systematic failures to comply
should be high and its investigations well motivated. But the GAO
does not understand the stakes; instead, the GAO itself has stated that
the failure to report means that the government is unable to exercise its
royalty-free license when contractors do not comply, even though, in
the same breath, the GAO notes that such a license is rarely used.'87

285. Jd. at 12. Specifically, theGAO found that:

During visits to 10 contractors and grantees, we asked the contractors and
granteeswhether there might be federally sponsored inventions thathad not been
reported at all. In this regard, we reviewedotherpatentsthatwere issued to them
during calendar year 1997that didnot containgovemment interest statements and
f()fWh ic:91]() c()flfjI111a,t()tyliC:~Ils~s ....,eJ:~,()I1 ,fil~,a,~:PIQ~ .'" IIlE:<lcl1 (;as~'\VE:<lsJ(E:~
contractor or grantee officials to show us from the records available how they
determined that the inventions were nottheresult of government funding.

Our review of 56 patents showed that II, or 19.6 percent, of the 56
inventions in question hadnotbeenreported even though the inventions appeared
to havebeenthe result of government funding. Officials from the five contractors
andgrantees responsible forthese11 patents agreed with ourfindings butdidnot
explain why the inventions had not been reported. Again, each had systems
designed to ensure that all government-sponsored inventions weredisclosed.

Jd.
286. /d. It is tempting to be more sanguine and charitable andcharacterize thissimply

as a "failure to comply" or,as the GAO putit, "inventions [that] hadnot been reported." Jd.
Butthe Bayh-DoJe Act march-in rights are, as is true ofmany rights, a typeofproperty, and
whatcan be phrased as a "failure to comply" is, in reality, wrongful possession of property.

='""=="='=''''=='='~~''==''''''''~'''''''''''';'''"''",'W=='C,"""=,=,,J;hisjsi·,aLthe,~veIY"least;· ..,aJcind,_ofcon:veISion"·=·,,,,,,,=",,,="=="~"."",".",,,,.-,,,,,=;,",,.=~.=,,,,,,,=.=="~ ..-,==.~,.".~="."""=".,,,,",-,,,,"~,,,,~,,=,,,=.,=',,,.;==,~,,==,,,,,,,, ..",,,,,,
___:",~_2R7_.":"ld._at2--<~s ..aresultJofwidespr.ead,Bay.h~nok.noJlrompljanc_eJ.Jb.~gQY:CJIlmG.nt
is not always aware of federally sponsored inventions to which it has royalty-free rights:').
Ina concluding section of itsmost recent review of the Bayh-Dole Act, entitled 'The Primary
Use ofa LicenseIs forResearch and Infringement Protection," the GAO reports,

No government wide data exist on how the government actually uses its royalry-'
freelicenses, and agenciesdidnothaverecords showing how often and under what
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With so little apparently at stake in the GAO's mind, it is no wonder
that the Bayh-Dole Act is not enforced. It seems clear, then, that the
Bayh-Dole Act will never be enforced until the true nature ofmarch-in
rights are understood and the price-control rights vested in the
government are recognized.

As an example of the government's continuing confusion and
ignorance regarding the price-control provisions of the Bayh-Dole
Act, consider that in its most recent report, the GAO accurately
identified some fatal flaws of the administration ofthe Bayh-Dole Act
but omitted discussion of the price-control provision." In doing so,
the GAO utterly failed to identify the most devastating consequence of
noncompliance with the Bayh-Dole Act, the absence ofprice controls,
believing instead that the true loss suffered by the public was the
underutilization of royalty-free government licenses. As the GAO
concluded:

Federal agenciesarenot sufficiently awareof the royalty-free rights the
government has to inventions subject to the Bayh-Dole Act and
Executive Order 12591. This is becausethe two primaryresources for
information on federally sponsored inventions-the Government
Register and the patent database-are inaccurate, incomplete, and
inconsistent. These errors and omissions are the result of federal
funding agencies', contractors', and grantees' not always complying
witb reporting requirements that are themselves often complicated and
redundant."9 .

Clearly, the GAO is wrong. It is not that the government is "not
sufficiently aware of the royalty-free rights [that it] has" but that the
government is not atall aware of its price-control authority."?

The GAO has misread the Bayh-Dole Act on more than one
occasion. In a 1998 review of Bayh-Dole and university research, the

circumstances these licenses have been employed. Agency officials told us,
however, that they value the royalty-free licenses because they allow the
governmentto use the inventions withoutconcern aboutpossible challenges that
the use was unauthorized. The agency officials also noted that, while the
government can use its royalty-free licenses to reduceprocurement costs in those
cases in which royaltiesare disclosed as a cost elementin the contract, such cases
seldom occur.

289.
290. Clearly, the GAO has failed to incorporate into its understanding of march-in

rights the notion that "practical application," as defined in the statute, requires public
availability upon reasonable terms-not simply public availability. 35 U.S.C. § 201(f)
(1994).
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GAO described, or, more accurately, misdescribed, the nature of
march-in rights:

The university must attempt to develop the invention. Otherwise, the
government retains the right to take control of the invention. The
government also may take control of the invention for other reasons,
such as a need to alleviatehealth or safetyconcerns. This provisionis
referredto in the law as the government's"march-in" rights.291

But, of course, this is the same error compounded. The university, or
any federally funded contractor subject to the Bayh-Dole Act (which
was extended to large businesses in many cases by Executive Order
12,591)292 is required to do far more than "develop" the invention.. By
the terms of the Act, the contractor must take steps to ensure that the
invention is made available to the public at a reasonable price, and,
one may assume, at other reasonable terms, to the extent that those
terms are in some way important."?

The GAO is not alone in its failure to understand and recognize
the price-control mechanism inherent in Bayh-Dole march-in rights.
In the only known case in which march-in rights were denianded, the
govemment and commentators together failed to fully grasp the notion
of march-in rights.i" In 1994, Johns Hopkins University and others
sued CellPro for the infringement of patents that had been funded by
the NIH.295 In 1997, a jury found CellPro liable for mfringement.?"
CellPro then petitioned the NIH to institute march-in procedures
against the patent owners, seeking an order that would require Johns
Hopkins to license CellPro to use the patent "on reasonable terms" or,
alternatively, tohave the NIH issuea license directly toCellPro so that
it could work the patent.29

? CellPro apparently asserted that this was
necessary because of health or safety needs or, alternatively, because
Johns Hopkins had failed to achieve "practical application.v'"
Actually, it is not clear whether CelIPro made this exact allegation,
which would have been proper under the statute, because the NIH, in
its determination, stated that CellPro had instead asserted that Johns

291. ADM INJSTRATION OF TIlEBAYH-DoLEACT, supra note 2, at 4.

292. Exec. OrderNo. 12,591 , 3 C.F.R.220 (1988).
293. 35 U.S.c. § 201(f). Although our discussionof «reasonableterms"shows that

==,=-",",=."=-=,~.====,."".="=",=~~.=".."=,.."",,,"-=,,,price"·.is02t"leasL,one,"decisi:v:eJactor~.",-Congress~s~decisioD"to,cuse"'the.obroader,JeDn",s,e.emsJ:o"'=="" ..",,=,"=....,,"'''''.."'"'-.='''''''''',"",,-,-''''''='=-=','='''"'''''''=-'''="
___._""~."_"_._•• _ M ~_.",__,"__"~__"~_".,,,_,_~_contem Jate_.other.facJont:as;.J.Ycll_Thelle . htj.n.c.ly.~te-.JYJ1~1lGL!h.~ _rQ.QtlGLi,!L~l~hlqjn_~_._."_,_"'~_,__"'"."_,,~_,_ .."_" "",__,_,_"'". "'_"""

small and large quantities andanyother termsconsidered subject to reasonability constraints.
294. SeeJolmsHopkinsUniv. v. CellPro,978 F. Supp. 184(D. Del. 1997).
295. /d. at 186.
296. Jd. at 191-92.
297. See CELLPRODb"'TER MINAT10N, supra note237.
298. Jd.
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Hopkins had "failed to take reasonable steps to commercialize the
technology.'?" This was probably sloppiness on the part of the NIH,
because its determination explores in depth-although ineffectually
and mistakenly-e-whether "practical application" was in fact
achieved?" In the end, the NIH rejected CellPro's petition, but it did
so based on a misreading ofthe applicable statute and regulation.'?'

In its determination, the NIH found that Johns Hopkins had
"clearly met" the requirement for practical application.f" The NIH
found that Johns Hopkins and its licensees had sold the invention
"worldwide," that machines incorporating the patent had been
installed in many medical centers, and that Johns Hopkins and its
licensees (namely Becton-Dickinson and Baxter Healthcare
Corporation) had "aggressively defended [their] patents in court.'?"
The NIH determination concluded that these steps evidenced that the
patent owners had taken effective measures to achieve practical
application.f" Additionally, the NIH found that Johns Hopkins'
licensing and Baxter's manufacture, practice, and operation of the
patented technology demonstrated its availability to and use by the
public to the extent required by law]O'

However, the NIH's determination was clearly wrong. The NIH
treated "practical application" as if it merely required licensing,
manufacture, practice, operation, availability, and use; however, these
conditions are not enough.i" In fact, these actions merely constitute
working the patent, a standard Congress rejected as a minimal trigger
for march-in rights under the Bayh-Dole Act.'o7 Instead, the Bayh
Dole Act adopted a more stringent standard. A patent must be worked

. and made "available to the public on reasonable terms.",o6Among
other things, the NIH completely failed to determine whether Johns

299. ld.
300. ld.
301. ld.
302. ld.
303. ld.
304. ld.
305. ld.
306. The statute is clear. Mere availability is insufficient. The statute requires

availability on "reasonable terms." 35 U.S.C. § 201(f) (1994).

===C=="'==,",="""""'''''''''''''''=''''="'''''"'''~'=='''''''''''''''';=~7='~."~...=,..3:9I.""~~=lJ!ng)J.~~=Qf,l!J~,,&~1~...=IDJ,m~~J~.,,JQ ...A~mQ!l~~!~=.lQ&.ll!Jf[§lY",.JY2L~!Hg"Jbs=."""=,,,,,,,",,,,,,,,,,;==,,".=.,,,,.=~=,,,,,,-,=,.=,,,,=,,,,==-=,,

.---,- .-- - - -~- -_.,~ -~;';;:----;~~~~i£~~u~~e:~~fcfi~~~~:~;'el~~~~~~:~~i;:1:~~;~~e;;~~~~j;jh~iiltea~s;F.~ifi'~Fa~iiJro~F~--;;;-:===========9
1979 Senate Sci. Hearings, supra note 46, at 221 (statement of Peter F. McCloskey)
(suggesting that it should be sufficient that an invention "isbeingworked or that its benefits
are available tothe public on reasonable terms or throughreasonable licensing arrangements"
(emphasis added)).

308. 35 U.S.c. § 201(f).
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Hopkins and its licensees demanded reasonable terms.30
' This

conclusion is not surprising because the NIH determination began with
a mischaracterization of CelIPro's position as claiming that Johns
Hopkins did not "commercialize" the invention, when the statute does
not address "commercialization." The statute addresses the
reasonableness of the terms of commercialization-not
commercialization by itself."? The NIH, in other words, confused
"practical application," which requires working and reasonable terms,
with a simple working or utilization requirement.

The NIH's determination not only flies in the face of the
legislative history, it is also flatly inconsistent with the language of the
Act itself, the "policy and objective" of which are explained in the
Act's introductory paragraph."! That language explains thatthe Act
intends to "protect the public against nonuse or unreasonable use of
inventions.'?" Therefore it is crystal clear that simple utilization is not
sufficient to justify continued title under the Bayh-Dole Act. Such
utilization must be reasonable. and, as later sections of the Act make
clear, reasonable use means achieving "practical application," which
entails reasonable price terms."?

Unfortunately, not only has the NIH determination failed,
resisted, or refused to understand and apply march-in rights
appropriately. The published commentary on the determination also
fails to grasp the legal issues involved. In Patents, Products, and
Public Health: An Analysis of the CeilPro March-In Petition, the
authors conflate "practical application" with simple commercialization
or utilization.l" In praising march-in rights, the authors conclude:

Despite economic incentives to license, there are timeswhen march-in
may be necessary. . .. For example, a company may exclusively
licensecertainpatentsprimarily to raisecapitalor to blockcompetitors.
If the patent ownerhas licensed without milestones andbenchmarks, it
loses the ability to address problems of public availability of the
technology. . . . Because march-in authority is such a blunt and
powerful means to ensure that a government-funded technology does
not languish to the detriment of the public, it exerts an in terrorem
effect on the conductof funding recipients and exclusive licensees....
Thus, exclusive licensees are encouraged by the presence of the march-

3 t 1. 35 § (West1984& Supp. 2000).
312. [d. (emphasis added).
313. 35 U.S.c. § 201(f).
314. See Barbara M. McGarey & Annette C. Levey, Patents, Products, and Public

Health: An Analysis oJthe CellPro March-In Petition, 14I3ERKELEyTECH. L.J. 1095 (1999).

----'.----.."!"
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in authority to develop or sublicense a technology, both of which
benefit the public.'!"

But the Bayh-Dole Act is not simply about "public availability,"
avoiding "languishing," or simple "development." I! requires more
than that. The Act requires the contractor to ensure that the public
investment is protected by assuring that the invention is sold at a fair
and reasonable price?" An invention for which the public has already
paid the price of R&D must be available on reasonable terms."?
Otherwise, the public pays twice, and the contractor receives the
"windfall profit" that Congress sought to avoid?"

IX. THENIH'sABDlCATIONOFOVERSIGHf

Increasing the NIH's access to grantee data would bolster its
position in its relationships with its grantees. The extent to which the
NIH is in a weak position in relation to its grantees, by virtue of its
lack of information, is illustrated below. A highly publicized
arrangement between the Scripps Research Institute (Scripps), a
biomedical research organization, and the Swiss-based Sandoz
Pharmaceutical Corporation illustrates the NIH's sometimes-lax
oversight of its funding arrangements and, at the same time, raises
serious concems over returns on taxpayer investment."?

Scripps' dealings with Sandoz created a stir after the two
institutions signed a ten-year contract under which Scripps was slated
to receive $30 million a year over the life of the agreement in
exchange for first option on exclusive licenses by Sandoz to virtually
all of Scripps'. inventions.?" The proposed agreement provided
Sandoz representation on Scripps' board, the right to review Scripps'
invention disclosure reports before they were submitted to the NIH,
and the right to move research from Scripps to Sandoz anywhere in the
world.F' Because Scripps was expected to receive around $700

315. Jd.atll13.
316. See supra notes 175-227 and accompanying text(discussing theBayh-Dole Act's

legislative history),
317. See supra notes 175-227 and accompanying text.
318. See supra notes 175-227 and accompanying text.
319. See Underreporting Federal Involvement, supra note 105, at 5-7 (testimony of

______ m 'n mn n . m '_'m , , ,_, .M_i<::_h~~I.._R_~ HjUL_A~_s~_~~ant Inspector Gen., Dep't of Health & Human Servs.) (noting
---·"~--"------·_-=~--=".=""-"-~-·~"··-""--O"~<·i1Unda-meiifarproolenlswtth"~":'"~1\ti:froversrghri):,,"'·"="'·"o:.~,==·~·",~~~""",,,",,,,,=,,,",,,,,,==~,,,,",,,",,,,==,,,,,,,,,,,=~,,,,,,=,,"=,.,,."."="'='~""~"''''=='=..~ ...."""",,,,,,=,",",~;o,""=,,,.,,.,,,,="
-.. .-- - - -- --.- -.. -3"1tr.9'liifljD"iIilts, HefifflfCfffij7fssciiil?ffelif7JffiiieiiilTl.-S.71esifiii'clF£iJ1i'iinaCS""" - ... --- ..------. ---.. . .-..- -.-

Company, N.Y. TIM:FS; Mar. 12,1993, at A16; see also 1993 Conflict oj Interest Hearing,
supra note 254, at 7-14 (1993) (testimony of Bernadine Healy,Dir., Nat'I Insts. of Health)
(criticizing theScripps-Sandoz dull).

321. NATL INSTS. OF HEALTH, PANEL REpORT OF THE FORUM ON SPONSORED

REs EARCH AGREEMENTS: PERSPECITVES, OUTLOOK, AND POLIC YDEVELOPM ENT9 (1994).
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million in public funding from the NIH over the ten-year contract
period, many viewed this agreement as a public subsidy to a foreign
corporation that would facilitate the export of American technology
and impose serious constraints on the flow of scientific knowledge."?
Because of the public controversy surrounding the contract, it was
renegotiated so that Sandoz would pay $20 million, rather than $30
million, per year, in exchange for first-refusal rights to 47% of
Scripps' research.f"

While the Scripps-Sandoz deal may not have violated the letter of
the Bayh-Dole Act, it was clearly contrary to its spirit. One of the
statute's main objectives, "to promote the commercialization and
public availability of inventions made in the United States by United
States industry and labor," was virtually ignored."! In addition, the
law was enacted to encourage small business firms to participate in
federally supported R&D efforts.?' Although the codifying
regulations state that Congress did not intend to prevent nonprofit
organizations from providing big firms with invention options.l" the
Act was not intended to be a subsidy to large firms that are presumably
well equipped to compete in the marketplace.?" However, the Act
contains no means of enforcing the small business or domestic
preferences, and the Scripps-Sandoz deal shows that contractors are
willing to ignore them?" What is probably worse, however, is that
this arrangement provides another layer of non-Bayh-Dole contractors
to shield Bayh-Dole patents from discovery.f"

Following the controversy over the Scripps-Sandoz deal, the
Office of the Investigator General reviewed the 125 patents that
Scrippshad fired with the Patentand Trademark Office and found that
only fifty-one, or 41%, acknowledged U.S govenunent support?"
The Investigator General believed that many of the remaining seventy
four grants may have been supported with NIH funds."! Scripps

322. See 1993 Conflict of Interest Hearing, supra note 254, at 14 (testimony of
Bernadine Healy).

323. TimBeardsley, Big-TimeBiology, SCI. AM., Nov. 1994, at90, 91-92.
324. 35 U.S.c. § 200 (1994).
325. /d.
326. 37 C.F.R § 401.7 (2000).

. ".,.,."~".~.,_m~,_,_~"··c,·~",_"",_""",,,..,,, m''''''''"''·'·'''327:'...'''TheAot''explioitlysupports.small.b'l.lSine ss , patent.. intr.n:: ,'~tR . , .SP.P..3S"u.S.C. "§.,2QO, ,,~,~.,_ ~ ,,~, , ,_. '" "'N""~'''_,,,_,,,~,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,.,,,,,,

======~~=~~=~=~;;:a3~e=WJn:Cotlj1jg;;.JJf..;Jnter:esLHear.ing::sup1::a.:no.td.5 A;:::aL!i::l1.:{~.!.im9nY":':::'Qf:=~:=:::;:::::: :::.:: :::=== .,"',_,__" ,_.._ .. _
Bernadine Healy) (criticizing the Scripps-Sandoz dealandcommenting on the absence of a
strong Bayh-Dole enforcement mechanism).

329. Seesupra notes267M293 andaccompanying text.
330. UnderreportingFederalInvolvement, supra note 105,at 2 (openingstatementof

Hon.RonWyden).
331. [d. at 26-28.
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initially claimed it was obliged to give the government credit only if
federal funds had been directly linked to a patent claim, bnt the Act
clearly defines "subject invention" more broadly?" Ultimately,
Scripps submitted a revised list to the NIH that acknowledged
government support for ninety-four, or 75%, ofthe 125 patents.?"

Scripps characterized its failure to include the Bayh-Dole legend
on the additional forty-three patents as an unintentional error from
which it derived no benefits'" While Scripps admits it may have
erred, the company claims that the government was not harmed
because the government was still able to practice the inventions.l" In
an odd bit offalse magnanimity, Scripps also said that the NIH did not
have to pay it a royalty, even though the agency was not named on the
patent legend.t" In fact, this royalty waiver is automatic because the
Bayh-Dole Act explicitly protects the government's worldwide right to
practice subject inventions free ofroyalties.I"

. To determine whether the Scripps-Sandoz case was an aberration
or indicative of a pattern, the Investigator General and the NIH staff
examined the patent policies of the top twenty-five patent-generating
universities.l" This study compared the number of patents
acknowledging federal support filed by these universities to the total
number of patents theyfiled.f" Of the more than 4500 patents
reviewed, only 37% contained the government rights clause," which
is quite similar to the false rate (41%) initially reported by Scripps.
The NIH concluded, "Some of these proportions appear low in light of
the total Federal funding.'?"

In another study, the Investigator General also found deficiencies
in the NIH's· oversight procedures, partly because of inadequate
agency staffing?" The NIH's Division of Extramural Invention
Reports has just two people to handle thousands of funding

332. ld. at 70 (report of'June Gibbs Brown.Inspector Gen., Dep'tof Health & Human
Servs.).

333. Id. at 2 (opening statement ofHon. RonWyden).
334. ld. at 113-14 (statement ofDr. William H. Beers,SeniorVice President, Scripps

Research lost. and Douglas A Bingham, Gen. Counsel, Scripps Research Inst.).
335. !d. at20·21 (testimony of Dr.William H. Beers).
336. 1d.

R. Hill).
339. !d.
340. !d.
341, Id. at 104(statement ofWendy Baldwin).
342. NIH OVERS IGHTOF EXTRAMURAL REs EARCH, supra note 269,at 12.
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agreements yearly.'? This study determined that the NIH limits its
oversight of the U.S. industry preference; only 20% of the 100
universities surveyed have established U.S. manufacturing clauses in
their agreements.?" It also found that the NIH did not emphasize the
small business preference expressed in the Bayh-Dole Act and
provided only limited oversight to ensure that royalties were shared
with inventors and that excess income was distributed for research and
education purposes.?" The NIH has claimed that inventors themselves
will enforce these provisions.?"

The NIH requires inventors to make, in writing, disclosure of
inventions and of the election to retain title, as well as annual reports
on utilization of research, patent applications, and patents."?
However, the NIH does not review invention disclosures or
elections for timeliness.i" Nor does it examine annual utilization
reports to monitor commercialization efforts, an oversight that
effectively limits the government's opportunity to take advantage of
march-in nghts.!" Further, no penalties have ever been levied against
grantees who submit patent applications for inventions that were never
disclosed or for which rights were never elected?"

The Investigator General recommended that the NIH develop
procedures to secure information directly from the Patent and
Trademark Office."! In congressional hearings on this issue,
Representative Ron Wyden termed this recommendation
"underwhelming" in light of the approximately $8 billion that the
government pays for research through the NIH'52 He stated that the
NIH was overly reliant on "grantees voluntarily doing the right
thing."m If the NIH continued not to oversee its technology transfer
arrangements, he proposed either that an outside contractor be hired or
that the Department ofCommerce be assigned to enforcement.P"

The NIH responded to the Investigator General's suggestion of
greater oversight by pointing out that other agencies do not conduct

343. Id. at 3.
344. Id. at ll.
345. Id
346. Id. at 12.
347. Id.

351. Underreporting FederalInvolvement, supra note 105,at 8 (testimonyof'Michael
R. Hill).

352. Jd.at53 (opening, statement ofHon. RonWyden).
353. Id.
354. Jd.
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case-by-case oversight as recommended by the Inspector General's
report?" The Public Health Service's (PHS) reply that this would
entail too much work certainly does not seem to be a sufficient
reason?" The NIH's adoption of an electronic database system
(EDISON) designed to track inventions did not resolve the problem as
apparently had been hoped. Largely, this was because EDISON, too,
relied upon self-reporting by contractorS for its accuracy and
comprehensiveness.l" The GAO has reported that this simply does
not work.358

The situation seems essentially unchanged today. The most
recent report of the GAO indicates that Bayh-Dole compliance is
unmonitored and can be fairly characterized as out of COl1trol.3S9 In
fact, the matter seems now to be even more complicated by
interagencyjealousies. The GAO report included fmdings of an NIH
draft report in its conclusions, to which the NIH objected.l'" However,
the GAO proceeded to publish its report intact and without the
deletionsdemanded by the NIH.36 1

-

It is not surprising that these kinds of stories recur. What is
disturbing is their misconceived fatalism. Last year, it was revealed

355. Id. at 101 (statement of WendyBaldwin).
356. Id.at 80 (memorandum of Philip R. Lee, M.D., Assistant Sec'y forHealth, Dep't

of Health & HumanServs.) ("Implementation of a process like that just described would
result in anenormous burden . . ..").

357. See_REPoRTINGREQUIREMENTS, supra note271, at 12-14.
358. According to the GAO, information on compliance withtheBayh-Dole Act was

either notavailable orhighlyinaccessible: "Neither theGovernment Register northepatent 
database is _a, sufficient source for determining the rights the _government possesses to
federally sponsored inventions. Besides being inaccurate, incomplete, and inconsistent, the
databases canbe difficult to use." ld. at 13.

359. TheReport described thebackground in thisway:
Prior to 1980, the government generally retained title to any inventions created
under federal research grants and contracts, although the specific policies varied
amongthe agencies. Increasingly, however, thissituationhadbecomea source of
dissatisfaction. _One reason was a general belief that the results of government
owned research werenotbeingmade available to those whocould usethem.

ld. at2. TheReport sununarized its findings as follows:
Federal agencies and their contractors and grantees are not complying with
provisions on the disclosure, reporting, retention, and licensing of federally
sponsored inventions under the regulations.implementingthe Bayh-Dole Act and

=~='~"='~"'~-='''O~'"=''''~''''~"==",,,,,=,~",,"c;~=,==E~e_gJJiYe__Qrr;l.er_)}_5~), ·__,__)~_C?~~T~~,ie~ __,or_m~~~,_th,~;,2,_0~~_ p~t~~,~~}ss~e? __ i~_
==o=o=============-=~~=---~~I~~iiie~iiii:e~"~~~;:;~~~:t:~~e:;:~Z:~=t::t~~r~~~""~"=_~=:=~-:_~'~"o,~,~~,=~=~"="~~,"~"~"~"~,"""=""=',~"~'~

recording the government's royalty-free licenses are inaccurate, incomplete, and
inconsistent and that some inventionsare notbeingrecorded atall.

fd.
360. Id. at 20-21.
361. Id.
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that the government is investigating activity at the Califomia Institute
of Technology (Caltech) related to the acquisition of inaportant DNA
related patents by private industry.i" Whether the invention was
federally funded, when it was conceived, and whether the Bayh-Dole
legend should be on the patent are key issues. However, no one is
discussing what should be the central consequence of all this: whether
the price can be regulated.?"

A sinailar story surfaced recently describing the government
funded research and development of Xalatan, a best-selling eyedrop
for glaucoma. The New York Times described the cornmercial success
of the drug as follows' "With $507 million in sales last year-and the
potential for billions more, most of it pure profit-s-the four-year-old
medicine is the equivalentof liquid gold for its manufacturer, the
Pharmacia Corporation. The eyedrop [also] earned Columbia
University about $20 million in royalties last year ....,,364 The public
debate is dominated, however, not by accusations that manufacturers
are evading existing price controls but, instead, by the repeated
misconception that no such price controls exist.365

The NIH's lax oversight and its reluctance to enforce the march
in provisions of the Bayh-Dole Act, though regrettable, do not have
any easy legal remedy. Whether there is any private remedy to
enforce march-in rights is, at best, questionable. There is case law
indicating that ifagency inaction is based solely on its mistaken belief
that it lacks jurisdiction, or on a policy that is so extreme as to be an
abdication of its responsibilities, then a legal remedy may be
available.i" The NIH's jurisdictional misbeliefs and weak monitoring

362. Gosselin & Jacobs,supra note20.
363. Jd. In responseto govemrnent inquiries, Caltech claimed that the invention at

issue was developed prior to the acquisition of a particular funding request. There was a
workingprototype sequencer, it claimed, in March 1985, six months beforeCaltech received
the federal money. What Caltech didnot say is whether there wereany otherfunding grants
prior to the invention during whichitmay havebeen conceived. ld

364. See Gerth & Stolberg, supra note 20.
365. The New York Times article contains a .fatalistic (and erroneous) regret of a

formerNIH head: "As Dr. Bernadine Healy, a former director of theNationalInstitutes of
Health, saidin a recent interview, 'We soldaway government research so cheap. '" -Id.

366. See Heckler v. Chaney, 470 U.S. 821, 831 (1985). The Administrative Procedure
Act governs whether agency decisions, including decisions not to enforce a statute, are

F~"'""'~"~'~"~"""""'~'"~'~' ,"~~~,judicially"reyi<wabl"",~ ",ltS.C~,,§ll91,zQ§(J 224l",$e,tion 702,.l1ows ,anrpersoh
-;:::::::::--:m-«adY.e(selY:.a.f(~ted-or-aggdeve.9"-to-~hallenge--agency~actl(jn~TnCliiaingJajJ\1~ittQ~~]f;~_~J_91Jg'_"_~_=~~=~"~:"_=~_"_'~_~':"~"~-""_~'_"~""'c.",~"~~,~,,,w,,,,,-,"",~""~'"

as sucha challenge is not barred by statute"or unfeSSfHe m~attet~'?C6mlmft-'ed"b~(f'tlft '-
discretion of the agency. Jd. § 701(a). The Heckler Court held that failure to enforce a
statute is presumptively discretionary andtherefore unreviewable. 470 U.S. at 837-38. On
the other hand, theCourt notedthat thisis only a presumption that canbe rebutted "where the
substantive statute has provided guidelines for the agency to follow in exercising its
enforcement powers." ld. at 832-33. In the case of the Bayh-Dole Act, an argument
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procedures lead to its nonenforcement of march-in rights, but do not
necessarily supply the basis for judicial review""

Thus it is not clear, especially from the legislative history, that
individuals or third parties have any enforceable claims over the Bayh
Dole Act's reasonable pricing provision. Standing could be difficult to
show. Proving causation may also be difficult without the disclosure
of privileged data from industry.i" Though the NIH's position-that
the public benefits from technology transfers through a better
economy, more jobs, and the privilege ofbeing able to buy the product
in the marketplace without regard to the product's price-is
questionable.l'" it is not clear that a private remedy is available. And

(unsuccessful.in the cases cited in the following footnote) can be made that the detailed
clauses appearing in § 202 of the Act amount to the kind of guidelines that should render
agencies' actions reviewable. In any event-, the Heckler Court was careful to note that a
failure to enforce because of an agency's mistaken "belief that it 'lacks jurisdiction" or "that
the agency has 'consciously and expressly adopted a general policy' that is so extreme as to
amount to an abdication of its statutory responsibilities ... might indicate that such decisions
were not 'committed to agency discretion" Id. at 8330.4 (quoting Adams v. Richardson,
480 F.2d 1159 (D.c. Cir. I973)(eo bane)).

367. Unfortunately,' several courts have already refused to enforce various provisions
of the Bayh-Dole Act, although none of them have attempted to enforce the policing of
publicly funded inventions, nor have any of them claimed the public right to "reasonable"
prices, which the Bayh-Dcle Actseems to guarantee. See S. Research Inst. v. Griffin Corp.,
938 F.2d 1249, 1254 (lIth Cir. 1991); Gen-Probe Inc. v. Ctr. for Neurologic Study, 853 F.
Supp. 1215 (S.D. Cal. 1993); Ciba-Geigy Corp. v. Alza Corp., 804 F. Supp. 614, 629 (D.N.J.
1992); Platzer v. Sloan-Kettering Inst. for Cancer Research, 787 F. Supp. 360, 365 (S.D.N.Y.
1992). All of these cases involved claims by companies to rival companies' patent rights, a
type of claim that courts might easily consider either committed to agency discretion or
unintended by Congress. These types of claims, however, seem far different than demands
by medical patien tsto",l1aYenec:~s~rycl!1lg~aY<1i~(l~Ie ,to thern Cll1 ,t~~ re~Clnabl~, tei1Tls
conunanded by the Bayh-Dole Act. In terms oflaw, these potential plaintiffs would have the
kind of concrete claim expressly contemplated by Congress, the absence of which arguably
distinguishes all of the above-cited ceses.

368. Former NIH head Bernadine Healy's statement that prices cannot be controlled
because of the legal inability to procure confidential financial information is, in addition to
being politically arguable, simply naive from a legal standpoint. NIH Not Equipped, supra
note 245. Financial information that is otherwise deemed confidential is routinely available
to litigants under state and federal rules of civil procedure. The Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure, for example, provide for "protective orders" so that confidential information that
is disclosed to adverse litigants will not be communicated to third parties. FED. R. CIV. P.
26(c). When private companies enter into relationships with the government, they are held to
waive their rights to confidential information to the extent that information is necessary to
ensure compliance with federal policies. CNA Fin. COIp. v. Donovan, 830 F.2d1132 (D.C.

,=~"=''''==~~'"''''='c=,=,'''''''~,,,''=,,=''''='''=,,=,,=,,=,'~,~=~'',',=Cir.J;9,8.1)~JQ.eteJ.mi.niJ)K.J.yhether,.a.,.c.o1!!I!anY;.Jhat.CQ:n1@(;.teg,:wit.h,tl;1~..f¢~ral..~9.V'~~~~!. ,";"=====""',.."'=~,=;"'''',..,="'''..,,,...-='''''=,
------:=:-----.---- ...------.--.---- ... :~m.:~~----..---.:..,.. -.;.-m--.--·-----~··-:--···mq~t-disclose·c.Qn!idential.hiriQgj~fo®a~i~;~;-;&;ihe~Free-domo-frriJoImatfo-n~Actr~lfaY1i;~.:::"::'~:

Dole contractors, by virtue ofthelr agreement to standard governmenrpatenffi'aus-es;-ar;e:,==============!
legally' speaking, indistinguishable from other kinds ofgovernment contractors.

369. The HHS, the PHS, and the NIH have published a kind of'Bayh-Dole manifesto
committing themselves. to a partnership between public monies and private industry, and
emphasizing technology transfer without ever:mentioning any express need to police prices
as Bayh-Dole requires:

)
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even if judicial review could force march-in, it would be difficult to
achieve because of the sixty-day limitation placed on these rights.
Whether the sixty-day period would itself be vulnerable to challenge
as an extreme abdication of agency obligations is itself a large
question.

X. CONCLUSION

The existing, all-too-frequently unacknowledged, and utterly
unenforced price controls of the Bayh-Dole Act have potential
significance because they appear to apply to a large number of
important drugs. Because the Bayh-Dole Act only applies to
inventions that are at least partially federally funded, the key question
is how many drugs result from such federal assistance; It appears that
a large proportion of all new patents, and a larger percentage of new
pharmaceuticals.l" derive in one way or another from federal funding.

Analyses of U.S.-granted patents that cited research papers
suggests that the linkage between patents and public research was

Boththepublic andprivate sectors mustwork together to foster rapid development
and commercialization of useful products to benefithuman health, stimulate the
economy, and enhance ourinternational competitiveness, while at the same time
protecting taxpayers' investment and safeguarding the principles of scientific
integrity andacademicfreedom. . . .

Recipients are required to maximize the use of their research findings ...
through their timelyand effectivetransfer to industry fordevelopment.

Developing SponsoredResearch Agreements: Considerations' for-Recipients of NIH
Research Grants andContracts, 59 Fed. Reg. 55,673,55,673-75 (Nov..8, 1994). The policy
further states that

[t]he Act serves the publicnot only by encouraging the development of useful
commercial products such as drugs andclinicaldiagnostic materials, butalso by
providing economicbenefits, and enhancing U.S. competitiveness in the global
market place.

Since its passage, the Bayh-Dole Act has been effective in promoting the
transfer of technology from Recipients to industry-as evidenced by theaggressive
pursuit of patenting and licensing and the proliferation of university/industry
collaborations....

In keeping withthe objectivesandpolicies of Bayb-Dole, it is incumbent
upon to effectively and efficiently transfer technology to industry for

== = = = = = = = = = = = =c=..__;",_"<g4~,a!';t",55i!i,6!?i7~5:~7~6.~~
370. As the National SClenceFoun'datlO-n noted:"" Ihe~j'mkage (between pate]1ts""-if1fd--~----~-·"----~-~'~~~-·-·'·_- ~

publicresearchJis particularly evidentin patents for'drugs and medicines.' Applications in
this category cited, on average, several times the number of research papers cited; for
example, in thecategory of 'communication equipment and electronic components.''' NAT'L
SCI. FOUND., INDUSTRY TRENDS IN REsEARCH SUPPORT AND LINKSTO PuBuc REsEARCH 2
(1999). The figure for pharmaceuticals is 50%. ld. at4.
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growing at a steady rate across five major industrialized nations.l"
"This was particularly true for the halfofD.S. patents granted to U.S.
inventors.v'" These American inventors "overwhelmingly cited U.S.
authored research papers, two-thirds of which were published by
organizations primarily supported by public funding.'?"

More importantly, available information indicates that not only
do many drugs benefit from federal funding, but the most important,
so-called blockbuster drugs owe most of their development to federal
funding?" As a result, the Bayh-Dole Act is as much a potential
blockbuster, given the political will, in terms of controlling health care
costs, as are the drugs its price-control mechanism embraces. Given
the political will, the government might even decide to exercise other
portions of the Act, such as itsroyalty-free right to produce these drugs

371. !d. at 2.
372. . Id.
373. Jd.
374. The availabledataindicate thatfederallyfundeddrugsconstitute the majorityof

trulyeffective drugs. Whilethe FDAapproves hundreds of drugs for marketing everyyear,
the number of new or important drugs is relatively small. In testimony before the Senate
Committeeon Governmental Affairs, one witness illustrated thefederal govenunent's role in
supporting innovative drug development:

During [the] 5 yearperiod [from 1987-1991] theFDA issued 2,270 drug approvals,
but most were for generic drugs or new combinations of existing compounds.
Only II? of the new drugapprovals involved so called "New MolecularEntities"
(NMEs), which is the name given to drugs which are distinctly different in
compositionfromdrugsalreadyon themarket. Ofthese 117 NMEs, only 30 were
judged by the FDA to be drugsthat were used in the treatment of several illnesses
(FDA class E or AA drugs)or to represent a substantial gain in therapeutic value
(FDA efficacyrating of A).

Offhese 30 "importantnewdrugs"approved by theFDA,I5benefitedfrom
significant funding by the U.S. government. When one considers the country
wherethe drugwas discoveredthe government'srole is even more important. 17
ofthe "important" new drugswere discovered intheU.S. Of these drugs, 12were
developed with significant government funding-that is, 71 percent were
developedwithsignificant government funding.

1994 Drug Pricing Hearing, supra note 6, at 71-72 (statement of James P. Love,Dir. of
Econ. Studies,Ctr. forStudyof Responsive Law).

Ofthe eighty-fouranticancer drugs receivingFDA approval as ofJanuary 1, 1997, fifty
four were the product of federal funding. CYEP,FDA APP ROVED ANTI-CANCER DRUGS, !IT
http://ctep.info.nih.gov/handbooklhandbooklfda_agen.htm(lastmodifiedJan.27,1999).In
April 2000, the University of Rochester was awarded a broadbiotech patent covering an
entireclass of drugsknownas "cox-2 inhibitors." Harry Schwartz, Patent Lawyers, Prepare:

=,","",,,,,,,,,,,,",,,",",.-=~,"._==,"~=,',""=>M==,""","',""=",=",, ..,=;,,,,,,A--J;;rlf,·2~wEElgl1L4;WI1.r;J!J!f£.Jfl,"11Jtf.,,Jj/Jf~J';!s.{lJ!=p1-B'2sftJJlY:C=rlf}JL~.-,_11!!cc~fl1!:,}JL/J,{l:.i~~=,",,=,~= ,~'''"'=~,
Fundamental Questions About the Future of the Entire US. Patent Protection System,

======~-~-.~-=~-~-==~-~.. ~-~.=,.~·=iP>iHijARM~A"Aiic~EjjUT~1'iiCAL¥FEXEii-~C"UfiTfiiViiE,A\Jun'e lono,' at Or-rUe press reieasefrom=ure'9Jrnve-tSlty-sa'fd==-~-~-~- ~-~-==·=======9

the patent is likely to be "themost lucrative pharmaceutical patent' in U.S. history." The U.S.
patent (No. 6,048,850) bears the Bayh-Dole legend. Rochesterhas sued Searle and Pfizer
over the sale of Celebrex, which they say .infiingeson the patent,andthe Universitysays it
will have broad application in many other areas of medicine, including cancer and
Alzheimer'sdisease. !d.
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at cost (or less) for the Medicare program.l" But political will, of
course, cannot be supplied by statute.

375. See supra note 337 and accompanying text.



Page 654

page 654

Page 661

Page 662

Page 676

Page 677

Page 680

Page 687

Page 692

Footnote 131

"planned events" - research planning under a sponsored research agreement does not
contemplate planned invention.
(really strained interpretation) .

time can't buy (i.e. take title to IP rights) because of prohibition to assign except with
agency perrrnssron.

Footnote 141
Govennnent has 60 days to act----but tied to time it becomes aware of failure to
comply.

x---x how can one come to this conclusion???

again - "licensing on reasonable terms" is NOT the same as setting reasonable prices
or licensed inventions reaching the marketplace i.e. price fixing. Price fixing raises

. Fturther potential anti-trust issues (collusion) and liability potential is the contractor
licensor.

"There was never any doubt that this meant the control ofprofits, prices, and
competitive conditions." IN WHOSE VIEW???

footnote 273
XX conclusion in footnote on pricing
Author's interpretation
Fixing prices in a license externally impossible - not sufficient data available.

footnote 277
Govennnent not aware of inventions to which it has royalty-free rights;

Govennnent can practice any invention for government purposes - resort in
through Ct. ofClaims (1498 suit) - at such time the Fed support for the invention will
come out.

author's theory

reference to Wyden re: lack ofNIHG procedures to oversee tech transfer
arrangements

Footnote 369

---"so-called blockbuster drugs owe most oftheir development to Fed. Funding.
What about development for the marketplace AND market development
Ignored!!!



page 632

page 638x

page 640

page 640

page 641

page 644

Page 647

Page 649

NOTES FROM HOWARD

footnote 2
- indicates that authors have no concept ofwhy B-D was ultimately developed on the
V. Bush theory to support basic research

They do not appear to have read 35 US 200 - Objective ofB-D Act - or the role
Of the private sector (actually all three sectors) in bringing new inventions to market.

Seems to ignore the publication aspect of university risk - benefit consideration for
the private sector

Fix the taxes of the private health care sector by changing the applicable tax laws
re: tax credits, R&D credits, Puerto Rico operations, etc.

Same old anti-BoD argument that the taxpayer has already paid for the research
and seeking a concrete financial return.

footnote 46
Ref. to Rickover position - he was in procurement and did not need patents.

"much ofthe risky investment had already been made by the government"
Product development
FDA
Market development
(factors of 10 up the ladder)

No understanding of the R&D to market sequence

footnote 69
20l(f) legislative history make clear that the focus should be on price.
Are "practical application" and "utilization" not synonyms?

and footnote 93
(not a consideration in the formulation ofB-D rather leaves to the private sector the
pricing based on risk-benefit ratio.

footnote 106
What about AUTM survey?

I

""~,"~~,' R2:g~~§2Q","~,". ";rJ<asoni!P1~t~rm~:lJ,ax,~gnj[omJlyJl~~ILinte!prete,d.tQjnc1udeprice:~,~",","~","",~,"~,,"""",~·· .• "~~' ~.
Bel.ie¥ejheJ3_P'GQDGeEbW~.th€oimpesitien~=t_~Bllid"!".eS1illq'!l'4:he9'l~H-'-"-',-"''--- -
licensing of an invention including exhorbitant royalty terms, thus denying the
potential public access to the invention.

Page 651 PREMISE OF ARTICLE!!
Reasonablenessof royalty rates is NOT the same as setting reasonable prices.




